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Summary of Findings 

 Tier-1 hardware manufacturers are at risk of being marginalized in 

the next wave of auto infotainment systems unless they can switch 

their focus to broader solutions based on software and services. 

 Hardware makers are dealing with this new reality by acquiring 

software companies or trying to develop their own software 

expertise. Five sources think Harman International Industries Inc. 

(HAR) may have the best chance at managing such a transition 

because of its strong industry relationships and history of 

innovation, while two believe Delphi Automotive plc (DLPH) and 

Continental AG (CTTAY) are making the proper adjustments. 

 Still, such a pivot will be difficult for Harman, Panasonic Corp. 

(TYO:6752), Delphi and others because of the host of companies 

already offering infotainment software solutions, including Apple 

Inc. (AAPL) and Google Inc. (GOOG/GOOGL). Even car makers are 

working on their own software platform through the GENIVI 

alliance, which five sources said is gaining traction. 

 Prices for embedded head units are declining and hardware 

margins are shrinking, five sources said. 

 Sources remain uncertain as to whether future infotainment 

systems will rely mainly on smartphone connections or be more 

fully featured. The winners may be companies that can seamlessly 

meld the content and familiarity of mobile devices with car-specific 

functions like driver assistance, according to four sources. 

 Blueshift Research’s SurveyMonkey poll of 220 U.S. car owners 

found growing support for the use of smartphones in cars rather 

than embedded infotainment systems. This represents a change 

from our survey findings in our July 1, 2014, report. 

 Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto are relatively 

straightforward ways for car makers to allow consumers to connect 

mobile devices to a car’s infotainment system, but seven sources 

said OEMs are wary of ceding control and data to the software 

behemoths. 

 The dominance of BlackBerry Ltd.’s (BBRY) QNX operating system 

in cars is being threatened by open-source software like Linux, 

according to seven sources. 

 Garmin Ltd. (GRMN) and other makers of navigation devices are 

seeing their auto revenue fall, forcing them to turn their focus to 

industries such as fitness. 

 

Research Question: 

Will hardware makers like Harman and Delphi be left behind as the auto infotainment 

landscape veers toward software platforms and smartphones? 

Silo Summaries 

1) Auto OEMs 
Hardware suppliers are at risk in the changing 

infotainment landscape. To succeed, tier-1 hardware 

developers must add software capabilities that help car 

makers differentiate their infotainment offerings. One 

source said Harman’s and Continental’s recent 

acquisitions of software companies are a good step in 

that direction, but another believes these may not be 

enough. The integration of smartphones into cars 

through Apple’s CarPlay and Android Auto is increasing 

even though car makers are reluctant to move in that 

direction, according to two sources.  

 

2) Infotainment Hardware Providers 
Infotainment hardware makers are being forced to shift 

their focus to software. Still, hardware makers can 

thrive if they can combine a new wave of car-specific 

functions with the ease and content of mobile devices. 

One source cautioned, however, that no single company 

is likely to be able to provide a complete solution on its 

own. On the software side, two sources think car 

makers are trying to gain control because they fear 

ceding it to Apple and Google.  
 

3) Infotainment Software Providers 
Infotainment hardware makers must add software 

expertise to their portfolio in order to avoid being left 

behind. However, adding software capabilities will be no 

easy task. One source said Harman is in good shape 

because of its OEM relationships, and that Bosch Ltd. 

(BOM:500530) also will not be easily displaced 

because it is involved in many different systems within 

the car. Three sources believe that influence over 

infotainment systems eventually will shift to software 

developers like Apple and Google. 

 

4) Industry Specialists 

Recent software acquisitions by hardware makers like 

Harman and Continental are a smart move. Hardware 

margins are tight, and head unit prices will continue to 

fall as new chips hit the market. Still, sources cited a 

big opportunity for hardware makers to expand 

infotainment volumes in lower-end cars. Google is 

especially likely to disrupt the entire infotainment value 

chain. Two also believe QNX’s share in cars will be 

threatened by GENIVI and its version of Linux, while a 

third source said the talk about Linux mostly has been 

hype.  

 

 

mailto:sa@blueshiftideas.com
http://www.harman.com/EN-US/Solutions/Car/Pages/INFOTAINMENT.aspx#.Va08xflVhBc
http://www.delphi.com/manufacturers/auto/entertainment
http://www.continental-automotive.com/www/automotive_de_en/themes/passenger_cars/interior/multimedia/
http://business.panasonic.com/solutions-automotivesolutions-infotainment
http://www.genivi.org/
http://www.genivi.org/
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/071401NewSoftwareEraCouldCrimpAutoInfotainmentHardwareMakers.pdf
https://www.apple.com/ios/carplay/
https://www.android.com/intl/en_us/auto/
http://www.qnx.com/
https://www.automotivelinux.org/
https://buy.garmin.com/en-US/US/cIntoSports-p1.html
http://www.bosch.us/en/us/our_company_1/business_sectors_and_divisions_1/car_multimedia_1/car-multimedia.html
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Auto Infotainment 

 

Background 

In 2016 global connected car shipments will exceed 39 million, up 380% from 2012. By 2020 more than 90% of new 

vehicles sold will have some infotainment and telematics capabilities. With such massive growth expected, numerous 

companies are vying for a piece of the profits and influence over the way infotainment systems evolve. The major players 

include the automakers, tier-1 hardware suppliers that manufacture embedded head units for the dashboard, and software 

developers. 

 

Head unit manufacturers and auto OEMs are trying to innovate in order to capture the imaginations of consumers and fend 

off calls for infotainment systems to be nothing more than connection points for smartphones. Panasonic is developing a 

curved screen head unit that currently is demonstrated in the Aston Martin “Thunderbolt.” Harman purchased luxury auto 

brand Bang & Olufsen’s auto unit and plans to expand the line into the larger mass-luxury market. Automakers such as Tata 

Motors Ltd.’s (BOM:500570) Jaguar Land Rover are collaborating with consumers to create easy-to-use systems that avoid 

feature overkill. 

 

Regardless of these efforts, many consumers have indicated they want to control the infotainment system with their 

smartphones, and some OEMs, like Hyundai Motor Co. (KRX:005380) and Daimler AG’s (DDAIF) Smart Car, are making this 

choice available through embedded head units. Ford announced an update to its Sync infotainment system, the Sync 3, which 

features a more flexible touchscreen and eventually will include smartphone-mirroring capabilities in updates. 

 

Blueshift Research’s July 1, 2014, report found that software’s increased role in the infotainment market could hurt margins 

and dollar content per car for hardware manufacturers like Harman and Panasonic. Sources for our April 22 report said 

Pandora Media Inc. (P) and other streaming music providers were taking share from SiriusXM Holdings Inc. (SIRI). The cost for 

auto OEMs to add Pandora to infotainment hardware was much less than when adding satellite radio. Finally, our March 20 

report stated that Google and Apple would challenge QNX’s stronghold in the auto infotainment software space after 2016. 

 

Current Research 
In this next report, Blueshift Research assessed the effects of the changing auto infotainment landscape on hardware 

manufacturers. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish six independent silos, comprising 18 primary sources 

(including 10 repeat sources), a SurveyMonkey poll and six relevant secondary sources that compared Apple’s CarPlay to 

Google’s Android Auto and discussed Linux infotainment software and cybersecurity in cars: 

1) Auto OEMs (3) 

2) Infotainment hardware providers (5) 

3) Infotainment software providers (6) 

4) Industry specialists (4) 

5) SurveyMonkey poll (220 U.S. car owners) 

6) Secondary sources (6) 

 
Value of Hardware 

Makers 

Role of Apple and 

Google 
QNX’s Market Share 

Auto OEMs 
   

Infotainment Hardware Providers 
   

Infotainment Software Providers 
   

Industry Specialists 
   

http://www.emberify.com/blog/connected-cars-exploring-the-automotive-aspect-of-iots/
http://www.am-online.com/news/latest-news/2015/05/21/connected-cars-a-huge-opportunity-for-car-dealers
http://www.am-online.com/news/latest-news/2015/05/21/connected-cars-a-huge-opportunity-for-car-dealers
http://www.gizmag.com/fisker-thundebolt-aston-martin-vanquish/36593/
http://www.cthreereport.com/todays-in-car-infotainment-systems-too-many-features/
http://www.cthreereport.com/todays-in-car-infotainment-systems-too-many-features/
http://www.jaguarlandrover.com/gl/en/
http://www.connectedcar-news.com/news/2015/feb/05/spotlight-infotainment-systems-future/
http://www.androidpolice.com/2015/04/03/this-new-smart-car-swaps-the-infotainment-system-for-a-center-mounted-phone-dock-and-a-bluetooth-connection/
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2858878/fords-new-sync-will-be-more-like-your-smartphone.html
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/071401NewSoftwareEraCouldCrimpAutoInfotainmentHardwareMakers.pdf
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/041508StreamingKilledtheSatelliteRadioStar.pdf
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/031509BBRYsQNXAutoInfotainmentDominationThreatenedIoTandHealthcareStillPromising.pdf
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/031509BBRYsQNXAutoInfotainmentDominationThreatenedIoTandHealthcareStillPromising.pdf
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Next Steps 

Blueshift Research will assess hardware makers’ progress in integrating software into their operations and designs. We also 

will monitor Apple’s and Google’s penetration of the auto market, and will explore self-driving cars’ potential effect on 

infotainment systems. Lastly, we will look at how auto OEMs are addressing cybersecurity dangers in connected cars. 

 

 

Silos 

 

1) Auto OEMs 
Two of three sources said hardware suppliers are at risk in the changing infotainment landscape. To succeed, tier-1 hardware 

developers must add software capabilities that help car makers differentiate their infotainment offerings. One source said 

Harman’s and Continental’s recent acquisitions of software companies are a good step in that direction, but another believes 

these may not be enough. The integration of smartphones into cars through Apple’s CarPlay and Android Auto is increasing 

even though car makers are reluctant to move in that direction, according to two sources. The third said CarPlay is posing 

problems for car makers because of changing interfaces and proprietary chip requirements. One source believes QNX’s role 

in the auto industry could be challenged by a trend toward open-source software. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Hardware 

- 2 of 3 said hardware makers are at risk as infotainment systems are becoming increasingly software-driven. 

- All 3 said tier-1 hardware makers still could succeed by adding software capabilities that allow car makers to 

differentiate their infotainment units. 

- 1 said recent software company acquisitions by Harman and Continental are a move in the right direction, but 1 said 

such additions may not be enough to keep them from getting squeezed out. 

- 1 said Harman’s ability to add differentiation will help it survive, while Continental, Visteon Corp. (VC) and Delphi 

could be in trouble. 

- 1 said car makers want generic hardware for infotainment systems. 

Software and Platforms 

- 2 said smartphone integration in cars is growing, thanks to Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto, but car 

makers are wary of these solutions. 

- 1 said CarPlay poses problems for car makers because of changing interfaces and the need for proprietary chips. 

- 1 said many car makers are involved in developing their own infotainment software through GENIVI. 

- 1 thinks QNX could be hurt by a trend toward open-source software. 

 

 

1) Software architect at an auto OEM; repeat source 

Tier 1s, feeling pressure to build their software capabilities, are making acquisitions to avoid being left behind as the 

infotainment landscape evolves. Automakers also are becoming more involved in software, with increasing numbers 

joining GENIVI. Companies that have software expertise and can innovate quickly will be the winners. Companies with 

proprietary technology, such as QNX, could be the losers as open-source platforms have an advantage in sharing and 

allowing OEMs to build on top for differentiation. Mirroring a smartphone on the car’s display is not attractive to OEMs 

because ultimately Google and Apple derive more benefit from the collected data while the automakers take on the cost. 

Hardware 

 “There have been acquisitions in the space recently. Harman bought Red Bend software and the automotive 

business of Symphony Teleca. Continental bought the automotive business of Elektrobit. They are feeling the 

pressure to build up their software competencies, and that’s why they’re buying these companies. From their 

perspective, I think this is the right thing to do.” 

http://www.visteon.com/products/electronics/infotainment_internet.html
http://www.globes.co.il/en/article-harman-acquires-red-bend-software-for-170m-1001003187
http://techcrunch.com/2015/01/22/harman-buys-symphony-teleca-for-up-to-780m-and-red-bend-for-170m/
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-05-19/continental-ag-agrees-to-buy-elektrobit-unit-for-680-million
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 “On the other hand, the OEMs are also building up software competencies. A completely new ecosystem will be 

evolving out of that new relationship between the tier 1s and the OEMs after 

the transition process into the software defined vehicle.” 

 “GENIVI, the alliance for open-source software, has a lot of OEMs, and 

they’re actively participating in software development.” 

 “The OEMs are still using the tier 1s to build the hardware. But everyone 

wants to have the software competence and own the software.” 

 “The OEMs essentially used to buy black boxes from the tier 1s. These 

contained the software and hardware integrated. However, from one 

revision to the next, there were only about 10% of maybe 3,000 use cases 

in the specifications that would change or have new-use cases added. This 

still meant a new development process would start from scratch for the 

infotainment system that would be put in 100 or 150 million automobiles, 

with the tier 1s speccing the hardware and connecting the software 

platform.” 

 “This isn’t going to happen anymore because the model is unsustainable. 

This is because of the exponentially rising costs to develop an infotainment 

platform, and also the necessity to keep up with consumer electronics for 

the mobile phone platform.” 

 “As the design of the vehicles and design of the engines are owned by the 

OEMs, the OEMs also want to own the software that goes into the infotainment system. This is a differentiating 

factor, which also defines the brand.” 

 “Generally, tier 1s, tier 2s and tier 3s who have strong software competencies will be winning in this changing 

ecosystem. It will be software driving the vehicles and not hardware anymore. The tier 1 who is able to adapt and 

change will come out on top as an integration partner of the OEM. Their roles will change.” 

 “The OEMs will be engaging more directly with the tier-2 and tier-3 suppliers, with chip and silicon vendors such as 

Intel [Corp./INTC] and Texas Instruments [Inc./TXN]. They will also buy into smaller companies eventually that have 

new technologies, new products or maybe new services to put onto the infotainment platform.” 

 “Companies that have the competency to innovate with software and can do so rapidly will be the ones that can 

succeed. Companies that can’t adapt to this new environment will be losing out. Companies that will hold on to their 

proprietary technology and not open-source it will not win, I think. QNX could be one of these.” 

 “Most OEMs don’t expect to make much money from [infotainment systems] directly, but it’s part of the image of 

who we are.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “QNX is still the dominant software platform, but there are changes happening. Everyone is talking about Linux in 

general as an operating system platform. GENIVI is building and developing on Linux. Jaguar Land Rover, Toyota 

[Motor Corp./TYO:7203], BMW [BAMXY] are all developing Linux-based platforms.” 

 “Android is doing some penetration in the Chinese automotive market. It’s in entry-level vehicles. This is due to the 

price pressure in that market. Android is ready to go and open-source. Unfortunately, GENIVI doesn’t even have a 

platform yet similar to Android, but it’s being worked on so that there will be an open-source based platform that 

everyone can download and bring up on a piece of hardware and put it in a car and play with it. It’s probably going to 

take another couple of months.” 

 “Service companies like [Intel’s] Wind River, Green Hills [Software] and Mentor Graphics [Corp./MENT] have strong 

competencies. They will continue to work with tier 1s. I think they will have increased business with the automotive 

industry and this will continue for the next couple of years, but then the specifics of bringing an operating system 

onto an automotive platform is becoming a commodity too. The need for tier 1s and OEMs to hire such companies 

will probably diminish over time, though they may of course have other plans that will keep them relevant.” 

 “Infotainment systems are taking smartphones as their model. People can download apps at will. People want to be 

able to customize their system and even put new functionalities on it. The OEMs want to be able to do that too, to 

keep the infotainment system relevant for years to come. People use their cars much longer than their mobile 

phones. Systems like Ford [Motor Co.’s/F] Sync 3 and Jaguar Land Rover’s justDrive have an architecture that can 

update an embedded infotainment system to keep it interesting and relevant to the user.” 

 “It’s still open how much of the smartphone world will transition into the car because of the safety and security 

issues.” 

Generally, tier 1s, tier 2s and 

tier 3s who have strong 

software competencies will be 

winning in this changing 

ecosystem. It will be software 

driving the vehicles and not 

hardware anymore. The tier 1 

who is able to adapt and 

change will come out on top as 

an integration partner of the 

OEM. Their roles will change. 

Software architect at an auto OEM 

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/automotive/automotive-overview.html
http://www.ti.com/lsds/ti/apps/automotive/driver_entertainment/overview.page
http://www.toyota.com/
http://www.toyota.com/
http://www.bmwgroup.com/com/en/responsibility/index.html
http://www.windriver.com/company/
http://www.ghs.com/products/auto_infotainment.html
http://www.mentor.com/
http://www.ford.com/technology/sync/
http://www.landroverusa.com/our-story/news/justdrive.html
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 “People also complain that infotainment systems are complicated to use, but this is a demographics phenomenon 

because the majority of drivers didn’t grow up with smartphones in their hands. This will change with younger 

generations getting into cars.” 

 “Mirroring is not that attractive because smartphone screens are not designed for in-vehicle use. It’s not necessarily 

the right approach. Generally, smartphone integration into the vehicle is a growing trend such as Apple’s CarPlay and 

Google’s Android Auto initiative. Both are looked at with reservations by the auto industry.” 

 “Apple and Google are interested in the data from the car, and car makers have reservations because they also want 

the data. However, they are somewhat adopting it. The value proposition for the OEM is questionable. The OEM has 

to spend the money to integrate CarPlay into the car without much benefit.” 

 “Apple is already a major headache for OEMs because they often change their interface and require a proprietary 

chip to get access to the audio, and so forth. When customers upgrade their iPhones and there are problems, they 

complain to the dealership.” 

 

 

2) Infotainment architect; repeat source 

Tier-1 hardware makers are being left behind as OEMs use basic hardware but unique software for infotainment systems. 

Harman is one of the hardware makers that can stay relevant because of its expertise in differentiating its systems. Other 

companies like Delphi, Continental and Visteon are having more trouble keeping up with technology changes. By relying 

less on hardware innovation, car makers can save on engineering costs for each new generation of infotainment system, 

improve margins and then use that money for software development. Tier 1s still 

have an opportunity to differentiate by adding automotive specific components 

such as audio systems or driver awareness applications to the standard 

platforms that OEMs are adopting. 

Hardware 

 “The trend is that tier-1 hardware makers are being left behind, and the 

reasons are evident.” 

 “The OEMs are already taking on their own designs, doing contract 

manufacturing, trying to get basic hardware designs they can farm out 

across different companies, and then differentiating on software.” 

 “The tier 1s can still add value, but they have to look for [new] ways. As the 

OEMs go to standard platforms—Linux or Android—those typically aren’t 

automotive-specific. The tier 1s can differentiate in adding automotive-

specific components, things like audio systems, radio systems, or driver-

awareness types of features that are focused on automotive applications. To 

the extent that they have expertise in those areas, they can still differentiate 

themselves and add value.” 

 “The trend is definitely squeezing out the tier 1s, especially the ones that are nondifferentiating.” 

 “A company like Harman has a lot of in-house expertise, and they add differentiation. They’re always looking for a 

new way to do something, new IP or new techniques. I think they’ll stay around. The ones that are in trouble are 

Continental, Visteon, and Delphi, companies that are generic and increasingly finding it more difficult to keep up with 

the technology changes.” 

 “Continental’s acquisition of Elektrobit enables them to continue making their product but because the OEMs are 

gearing up to have their own in-house expertise, they could still get squeezed out. Visteon’s JCI acquisition [of 

[Johnson Controls Inc.’s/JCI electronics unit] is just another tier 1 that had the right mix of products to boost their 

bottom line.” 

 “OEMs like Tesla [Motors Inc./TSLA], [General Motors Co./GM] and Ford increasingly have their own in-house 

expertise. Ford with its Sync product is a good example. Originally they went to Microsoft [Corp./MSFT]; then 

Continental did it. They tried to do the next generation themselves, then [used] Flextronics [International Ltd./FLEX]. 

They stumbled a little, but that was the start of the trend.” 

 “It’s interesting because about 15 years ago the OEMs were divesting themselves of their electronics companies—

Ford and Visteon, GM and Delphi—but now some of that expertise is starting to come back to the OEMs.” 

A company like Harman has a 

lot of in-house expertise, and 

they add differentiation. I think 

they’ll stay around. The ones 

that are in trouble are 

Continental, Visteon, and 

Delphi, companies that are 

generic and increasingly finding 

it more difficult to keep up with 

the technology changes. 

Infotainment architect 

http://www.autonews.com/article/20140114/OEM10/140119813/visteon-to-buy-electronics-unit-of-johnson-controls-for-$265m
http://www.teslamotors.com/
http://www.gm.com/vision/design_technology/in-vehicle_infotainment.html
https://www.microsoft.com/windowsembedded/en-us/windows-embedded-automotive-7.aspx
https://www.ventureoutsource.com/contract-manufacturing/industry-pulse/ford-and-flextronics-automotive-ems
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 “The trouble for the OEMs was having to pay an NRE [nonrecurring engineering cost] for each new generation of 

infotainment system they wanted built and ending up with a totally different product each time. The goal is to have 

more of a platform approach where they’ll build a set of more generic hardware that can be upgraded over time by 

software. That way they’re not spending money on a new round of hardware designs every two years.” 

 “Increasingly, [entertainment, security and advanced driver assistance systems/ADAS] electronics are becoming 

important differentiators for vehicles. The OEMs really have to contemplate how they own that.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “The OEMs are also now working directly with software integrators [such as Wind River, Mentor and Green Hills]. In 

some cases, they’re going to their tier-2 base and using contract manufacturing to get the actual box out and then 

using the software integrators to add new features and new functions.” 

 “The goal is to save money and add features through software. By taking out the tier 1, they can control their destiny, 

can minimize NRE cost and add the money into software development.” 

 “They could get a base Linux or Android platform and have it live for many years, extended by software changes.” 

 “How that will translate to what the customer pays is hard to know. But the immediate goal in the hardware cost is to 

cut out the NRE cost, which is significant—millions of dollars every two years or so—and to minimize the margins by 

having one less player in the game.” 

 

 

3) Connected vehicle manager at an auto OEM 

Tier-1 hardware makers can expand into software and other services, but no single supplier is going to provide an end-to-

end infotainment solution. Automakers will try to develop unique infotainment experiences to bring an edge to their brand 

and will sort through many different software options to do so. This source would 

prefer not to see Apple and Google gain hold in vehicles but thinks that battle is 

already lost. Car makers, therefore, will try to integrate CarPlay and Android Auto 

and then their own features that consumers want. 

Hardware 

 “We examine [software] solutions on a case-by-case basis as to their 

specific benefits for the overall solution. We wouldn’t spend time developing 

areas that we see as commodities. Tier 1s and integrators can provide that. 

However, where we think we can have a better experience for our 

customers, or build a better relationship with them, or gain a competitive 

advantage, we focus on building that. There’s no single answer across the 

board. It’s going to be a mixture.” 

 “Anyone who thinks they can control and build everything themselves is 

misguided. The question then becomes where to put the resources and 

where to get the most benefit from them.” 

 “As an example, it wouldn’t make sense for us to build a calendar because 

there’s too many already and they’ve become a commodity. There may be 

value in the service, but there’s no value in the ownership of the service. It’s 

the things where there’s value in the ownership that we want to keep.” 

 “There’s absolutely an opportunity for the tier-1 hardware makers to expand 

into software and other services.” 

 “It’s going to be tough to be competitive, and it’s going to be about providing an experience that customers are 

looking for.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “It comes down to determining where we can add value and where we can’t. There are things that CarPlay and 

Android Auto provide that the customer wants and doesn’t care where it comes from. Streaming is one of those, for 

example. We’re not going to waste time, money and resources on that.” 

 “Instead, we’ll focus on how we differentiate our product, our services, and how we make sure our customers’ 

experience is unique to our brand.” 

 “We’ll focus on how to intermingle what Apple, Android and other service providers bring to what we want to bring 

and do.” 

Anyone who thinks they can 

control and build everything 

themselves is misguided. The 

question then becomes where 

to put the resources and where 

to get the most benefit from 

them. There are a lot of 

different opinions about Apple 

and Google in the car. 

Personally, I don’t want to see 

them in there. But there’s 

nothing I can do about it. The 

train’s left the station already. 

Connected vehicle manager at an auto 

OEM 
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 “We have to focus on the things we know best and that we have access to and they don’t.” 

 “We also have to make sure we don’t disenfranchise an Android user because we use Apple or the other way around. 

It’s not like a phone where a customer chooses a phone for its operating system, Android or Apple. A person won’t 

pick a car because it has an Apple interface or an Android interface. But they might choose not to pick a car because 

it only does one or the other.” 

 “We have to allow those environments to play and as an OEM, we have to figure out how to make everything else we 

believe our customer wants and needs to work with those environments. It’s what we’re struggling with, but it’s the 

necessary thing we have to do.” 

 “There are a lot of different opinions about Apple and Google in the car. Personally, I don’t want to see them in there. 

But there’s nothing I can do about it. The train’s left the station already.” 

 

 

 

2) Infotainment Hardware Providers 
Infotainment hardware makers are being forced to shift their focus to software, according to three of five sources; two of the 

three also cited falling hardware prices and smaller margins. Still, hardware makers can thrive if they can combine a new 

wave of car-specific functions with the ease and content of mobile devices. One source cautioned, however, that no single 

company is likely to be able to provide a complete solution on its own. Embedded content providers like SiriusXM or makers 

of built-in navigation devices likely will be displaced by online services. Garmin and other navigation providers may shift their 

focus to other industries. On the software side, two sources think car makers are trying to gain control because they fear 

ceding it to Apple and Google. One was surprised that Android Auto has not had much success, but sees smartphone 

integration moving into low-end cars. Another believes car makers favor open-source Linux over QNX and other proprietary 

technologies, while a third source thinks QNX is safe in the short term. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Hardware 

- 3 of 5 said infotainment hardware makers are being forced to shift their focus to software. 

- 2 said hardware prices and margins are falling. 

- 3 said the winners will be companies that can meld services like Internet connectivity with car-specific information 

features and content from mobile devices. However, 1 said companies will try to partner with service providers from 

outside and the industry and those that try to supply the entire solution are going to have trouble doing it alone. 

- 1 thinks embedded content providers like SiriusXM or in-built navigations are going to be displaced as embedded 

modems and over-the-air software updates allow for Internet-connected services in the car. 

- 1 said Harman has a good mix of capabilities in the short term, but Continental and Delphi are well positioned as 

more functions move to in-car computing platforms. 

- 1 said Garmin and other navigation providers are shifting their focus to industries like fitness and will continue to 

see their automotive presence decline. 

Software and Platforms 

- 1 thinks car makers are leaning toward Linux and away from QNX and other proprietary platforms because open-

source software carries fewer risks. Another said QNX’s large share is safe for now but eventually could be 

threatened by Linux. 

- 2 said car makers are trying to gain control over infotainment software and fear ceding it to Apple and Google. 

- 1 said Android Auto has managed surprisingly low penetration but that even low-end cars are trending toward some 

type of smartphone integration. 

- 1 said OEM-based operating systems like Ford’s Sync and Jaguar Land Rover’s justDrive offer advantages over 

CarPlay and Android Auto, but car makers are having trouble enticing developers to build apps. 

Other 

- 1 reported a chance that self-driving cars could spell the end of infotainment systems as people bring their own 

devices into the car and want only a connection point. 

- 1 expects car makers to begin focusing more on cybersecurity as more connected cars hit the road. 
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1) Infotainment professional at a tier-1 provider; repeat source 

Hardware makers are investing in software and services as these areas gain value. The number of standard platforms in 

the infotainment market will shrink, just as it did in the mobile phone industry. Services like Internet access or safety 

functions will become an essential part of auto infotainment once the industry figures out a workable pricing model. 

Companies that provide such services to the automotive industry are going to displace some embedded content 

providers. IT companies also will benefit because of a larger installed base of units to update. Once every car has a built-

in modem, off-board services will be able to deliver content. QNX is being challenged by Linux, GENIVI and Android, but 

shifts will be slow because of QNX’s large share and because car production cycles are so long. Auto OEMs are 

threatened by Google and Apple getting into more infotainment display screens because individual automakers risk 

losing their identity and differentiators. 

Hardware 

 “Hardware makers are making investments in acquisitions because they are 

seeing more value in the software and services side of the business.” 

 “Infotainment systems are already based on software. Services are on top 

of, or alongside, a vehicle. They are increasingly going to be important in the 

same way they are in the mobile, enterprise and consumer spaces.” 

 “These vehicle services could include access to the Internet or a diagnostic 

vehicle health report, safety and security functionalities like [General 

Motors’] OnStar—ongoing value-added services whose costs can be shared 

by the driver and OEM.” 

 “The value of those services has three sides: The consumer benefits with 

more up-to-date information in real time; the OEM wins because it 

understands how the user is using the vehicle and can improve the product 

based on the feedback; and the ecosystem of vendors who want to provide 

applications will benefit from having an installed user base, their feedback, 

and having more devices to deploy their applications.” 

 “The auto industry hasn’t yet found the right value chain or right product 

model like the mobile industry has. The mobile industry heavily subsidizes 

the hardware cost by offering access to the Internet, to different networks 

and to a large application environment. People are comfortable with trading 

hardware costs for an ongoing subscription cost, but that’s not true of the 

car.” 

 “People accept to pay tens of thousands of dollars for cars and zero per month after that, probably because they’re 

already paying car payments each month. It would be like Verizon charging $50 a month for a phone and then 

another $50 to use the phone. People would rather have one payment for everything.” 

 “The auto industry also needs to get to a single payment, where all the services would be included in the car 

payment. People wouldn’t have to sign up and opt in for other services. Currently, the way OEMs are trying to price it 

is prohibitive. People don’t want to pay an extra monthly fee for something they already have on their phone.” 

 “There are applications and services relevant to driving that people would pay for if they existed and were helping 

them out on a daily basis. The industry isn’t there yet.” 

 “The auto industry doesn’t offer the kind of dynamic navigation that their other personal electronics has integrated.” 

 “An example in the car would be navigating to work. People would be willing to pay for a feature where the car knows 

which way to take in the morning to avoid traffic and accidents. This could be offered as a service hidden in the cost 

or monthly payment of the vehicle. The tradeoff would be for the driver to give away some information about location, 

habits, which advertisers and OEMs can then use to improve their products and services.” 

 “The acquisitions in the industry are at least a mini trend, and it wouldn’t surprise me to see more moves like that as 

people scramble to get more into the software business.” 

 “There is and will continue to be a consolidation in the number of different hardware and software platforms—at the 

silicon level, at the software platform level and at the tier-1 level. I think it will be driving toward a standard platform.” 

 “Those who’re in a position to lead a number of standard platforms will be in a position to gain market share. Service 

companies who provide value-added services to the mobility and automotive industry are going to displace some of 

today’s embedded content providers [such as satellite radio and built-in navigation]. I think software and IT 
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Infotainment professional at a tier-1 
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https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1066&bih=634&q=NYSE:GM&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAGOovnz8BQMDAx-HgBKXfq6-gVFFhklFnlsD12KTcuakBUW1zwx2ZWfPsvj0EgBiEsWNKwAAAA&ved=0CNABELEVMBJqFQoTCIy-lJiO28YCFQOliAodlhwKgQ
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&sa=X&rls=en&biw=1066&bih=634&q=NYSE:GM&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAGOovnz8BQMDAx-HgBKXfq6-gVFFhklFnlsD12KTcuakBUW1zwx2ZWfPsvj0EgBiEsWNKwAAAA&ved=0CNABELEVMBJqFQoTCIy-lJiO28YCFQOliAodlhwKgQ
https://www.onstar.com/us/en/home.html
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technology companies in general will be the winners because they’ll have a much larger installed base of machines 

to update.” 

 “Among the 40 or 50 major OEMs, all have different hardware and software platforms [that enable applications and 

services to the marketplace]. In automotive, it won’t happen as fast as [the narrowing down to a few platforms] in 

computing, network and mobile, but after five to 10 years there’ll be a gravitation towards platforms that have a 

significant installed base because that’s who the application service 

providers want to work with.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “There’s still a large base of embedded QNX. There’s also a growing base of 

Linux and GENIVI, and a few people experimenting with Android.” 

 “QNX has a large market share, and it’s hard for them to keep growing 

because of that large market share. However, they’ve done a good job of 

doing more integration and having a more standard package vs. Linux. Linux 

is a collection of hundreds of packages.” 

 “There are advantages to each. There’s a threat to QNX, but I don’t think it’s 

going to be overnight because the [auto] product cycles take so long.” 

 “Google didn’t announce much at the last Google I/O regarding auto. A year 

ago we anticipated that there would be more penetration of Android, but 

Google has probably realized it’s a lot more complicated than they thought. 

Things seem to be cooling in terms of Google’s activities in the area.” 

 “There’s a lot of recurring investment in software platforms from multiple 

OEMs and at multiple levels within each OEM. There’s a potential disruption 

that could occur, that Google is still trying, and that Apple and GENIVI and 

others within GENIVI may still try to make some kind of more open and more 

standard platform, which makes it easier for application services to be deployed in cars.” 

 “However, there’s a conflict of interest in making [the platform] more common. The OEM’s R&D becomes less 

important.” 

 “I think [it would be better for car makers to] shift their R&D to applications and services and away from the low-level 

embedded software.” 

 “In general, low-end cars have lower functionality and a lower percentage of installed infotainment. Most vehicle 

platforms are trending towards offering smartphone vehicle integration at the low end. That used to mean Bluetooth 

and USB, but it’s going to mean Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. That drives cars towards the larger screens and 

supports showing graphical content from the phone. The model for that remains the traditional one. The OEMs spec 

the screen, and the tier 1s provide it and buy it from a tier 2, who makes millions of them. That’s not changing.” 

 “The change is when Apple or Google take over the screen, how that impacts the customer’s perception of the 

vehicle. Is it positive that the customer can get the apps from the phone on the car? Or is it a negative that a BMW 

ends up looking like a Kia [Motors Corp./KRX:000270]? The OEMs feel it’s eroding their brand value. It’s also 

potentially taking away from some of the important data of knowing which apps people are using and how they’re 

using them, how often they’re driving and where to.” 

 “If all that data is filed into Apple and Google and away from the OEMs, that’s a huge potential loss for the OEMs.” 

 “Apple and Google would like to have all the data sharing on, and the automakers would like the same. Neither side 

is easy to negotiate with.” 

Other 

 “Once every car has a modem, it will naturally be more reliant on off-board services to deliver content. These 

services can only be enabled once there’s a data pipe in the car. Today many cars have modems, but they’re not 

activated because the customer isn’t paying for service or there are only a limited number of services offered by the 

OEM.” 

 “In a car, it would be possible to access applications and services relevant to driving, mobility and transportation with 

a connection that’s always on.” 

 “The trend is away from built-in content and towards off-board content services. Embedded modems and over-the-air 

software updates for the embedded components will enable that.” 

 “I expect the majority of [infotainment] units from 2018 on to support some level of update that allows new services 

to be installed. For example, a car at launch could have 10 services; six months later it would have 12; and then six 

months later, 15, just like the smartphone. That will open up tremendous opportunities in software development and 
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http://genivi.org/
http://www.kia.com/us/en/content/technology/uvo/introducing-uvo
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services. They won’t be developing something for just the two to three years of production, but there will be a need to 

continue to maintain and update that software for the next 10 years.” 

 

 

2) User interface architect at a tier-1 company; repeat source 

As hardware becomes more of a commodity, tier 1s are shifting their focus to software. Infotainment hardware is 

becoming more software-based, and the software has to be updatable and flexible. Software is an opportunity for tier 1s, 

allowing them to differentiate through their software designs and in terms of pricing and margins. Apple and Google are 

trying to expand the reach and control of their platforms into cars. CarPlay and Android Auto also are a warning to the car 

makers that their user interfaces are too complicated and need to be more user-friendly. Systems like Ford Sync are 

having trouble getting app developers to come on board for a small group of customers when cell phone customers range 

in the millions. Apps in a connected car will be web-based, but that will occur only as data availability becomes more 

common. The infotainment product then will become just the software running on it, which is a true opportunity for 

innovation and for the personalization of designs. Self-driving cars will further 

change infotainment to more of an emphasis on connectivity. 

Hardware 

 “Companies like ours are pivoting to become more software-based. The 

thrust is infotainment, software and connectivity.” 

 “Every piece of hardware is now more software-based. The industry 

understands the hardware, what it will do and what the boundaries are. 

Because of that, the margins are very low. However, the industry doesn’t 

understand the software as well, so there’s an advantage in … 

differentiating with it but also in terms of setting the pricing.” 

 “Hardware is becoming more of a commodity. But the next designs are going 

to be software-based. The software has to be updatable and flexible. It’s all 

about software.” 

 “With the amount of embedded electronics everywhere, the software 

basically becomes the product. As an analogy, all the phones look the same 

but the software running on them is different.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “The OEMs are going to start getting more into software also because they 

realize it’s something key and they don’t have control over it.” 

 “Apple and Google are trying to expand the reach and control for their platforms into the automotive realm. The 

OEMs are letting them do that for now. For now [Apple and Google] don’t have a lot of integration in cars, which is 

why they have a totally different-looking interface.” 

 “I think eventually everything is going to get integrated together, and I don’t know who’ll come out on top.” 

 “They’re experimenting. There are requirements regarding the operation of electronics in a vehicle to prevent driver 

distraction. Devices are going to have to adhere to the guidelines. I think in the long term Apple and Google want to 

adapt those guidelines to their devices. But there are still technology issues around different requirements for the 

driver and the passengers.” 

 “Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are an answer to the OEMs that the interfaces they’ve been putting out aren’t that 

user-friendly and understandable. The short cut is to have CarPlay and Android Auto available in the vehicle. 

However, that’s still a phone interface and not simplified enough for the vehicle. The architecture, logic and flows are 

still geared towards a cell phone and not towards making it simple to use in the vehicle environment.” 

 “For example, the phone controls don’t have climate control. The driver has to switch the interface to do that, then 

switch back to the phone, or have them running concurrently on the same platform. In other words, Android Auto 

runs on the phone and not on the in-vehicle hardware. Neither Apple CarPlay nor Android Auto has software running 

inside the vehicle. They’re 100% on the phone. … The car terminal is a dumb terminal.” 

 “With Ford’s Sync and Jaguar Land Rover’s justDrive, the operating system is embedded in the head unit and 

connected. You can purchase and download apps like on a smartphone, but the apps are designed for those 

vehicles only. It’s a problem, however, to get developers to come on board because there’ll only be maybe 500,000 
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people who’ll buy their app. This is different from the phones where there are millions or billions. The OEMs have to 

take on the task of developing the apps. They’re starting to see that system fall apart.” 

Other 

 “The vehicle has other rules than the mobile or desktop environment. Certain things have to be made simpler 

because of the user’s state of mind [while driving]. Integrating that understanding into future designs will make all 

your products better. Rather than pecking at a phone for minutes to write a text, how do you merge that with a car 

environment?” 

 “With a connected car, apps could be totally web-based. For now, connectivity is through the customer’s data plan, 

and it will remain so until we get infrastructure. There could be a point where connectivity becomes a commodity, like 

electricity, water, something you have to have in an information society. When we get there, cars will be connected 

and every device will be connected. This is still years away because they’re making too much money from it right 

now. Enough competition has to get in there.” 

 “Connectivity opens up a lot of opportunity because the product is nothing more than the software running on the 

device. If the software is designed flexibly enough, it can tailor itself to the user instead of today’s rigidity. That’s a 

ways down the road, but eventually it will all be tailored to you.” 

 “The self-driving car will have a different experience, not just entertainment. There will be more advertising to drive 

the connectivity.” 

 “We’re used to the paradigm of the car, sitting and driving it. When you take driving away, what do you have? A box 

that moves like a couch through space? You can watch TV, be on your computer, etc. … The experience will be 

different with maybe nothing more than a connection point in the car, and people can bring whatever device they 

want. Infotainment may or may not be there anymore. There might be some base functionality but no extra radio, for 

example, because people will bring in their devices.” 

 

 

3) Executive with a tier-1 infotainment research center; repeat source 

The winners in the changing infotainment landscape will be companies that can bring a variety of solutions, including 

content delivery, into the connected car. Harman’s expansion into software will find at least short-term success. 

Companies looking to connect infotainment with driver assistance, vehicle communications and autonomous driving—like 

Continental and Delphi—are also in a good place. Tier 1s and suppliers that are partnering with not only IT and electronics 

companies but also wireless providers and enterprises that offer business solutions will be on the leading edge. The 

infotainment unit will take on more of a role as a connected hub. Google and Apple also want to bring their connectivity 

into the car to benefit from search data as well as growth in apps and electronic payment options. Car makers are 

increasingly interested in Linux as a long-term base-platform solution over QNX or Android. 

Hardware 

 “We’re moving towards more personalization with the mobile device interface, with Bluetooth, and connecting that to 

the connected vehicle side, whether it’s just V2X or creating a platform for a business person, an office on wheels.” 

 “The winners will be the ones connecting the dots and bringing in solutions. These could be partnerships between 

tier-1 suppliers and other businesses such as wireless providers like AT&T or real estate companies like Century 21. 

For example, the infotainment system becomes a navigation system and office connectivity platform where a real 

estate agent can search for listings near the vehicle and show the clients who are sitting in the back seat.” 

 “Another example is the possibility to use the display to easily order your regular morning beverage for quick pick-up 

or pizza for delivery when you get home.” 

 “On the weekend, the infotainment unit could do discovery or search on wheels.” 

 “Having a connected platform brings vertical solutions that weren’t available before.” 

 “The display has less intelligence built into it. Instead, it’s on the mobile phone or the wearable.” 

 “The winners will be connecting these kinds of mobile devices into the vehicle environment with much more content 

delivery. They will bring these solutions into the vehicle ranging from personalization and intelligence down to actions 

and transactions.” 

 “Companies [like ours] that are in many domains can do these kinds of connected solutions. Those are the suppliers 

and tier 1s who’ll be on the edge of connecting the dots and bringing value to the consumers and making the 

infotainment system and the connected car more relevant in our daily lives.” 

 “This is particularly so for the U.S., where we have a car-centric lifestyle.” 

http://embedded-computing.com/guest-blogs/v2x-technology-makes-cars-safer/
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 “The vehicle can become a connected hub, just like the TV is becoming a window to the Internet.” 

 “We are two to three years away from this happening because of the vehicle production cycles—around 2018 in the 

first phase and 2020 in the second phase.” 

 “There will be more and more partnerships and collaborations. Suppliers that think they can do end-to-end solutions 

alone will be very much challenged. The pie is very big, and the challenge as 

far as execution is too tough. In addition, there will be cross-industry and 

cross-domain collaborations. We will probably also see consolidations.” 

 “As far as winners, I think Harman has a good mix. They’ve gotten into the 

software game, but their strategy is a little short-term. They will win in the 

short term, but in the long term we’ll see some of the vehicle functions like 

ADAS, the autonomous vehicle, and V2X connectivity getting into more in-car 

computing platforms. Continental and Delphi are also in a good place. We 

see other players like Intel and Nvidia [Corp./NVDA] coming into this 

domain.” 

 “[Our company is] active and open to collaborations with all of them. We’re 

becoming an enabling partner—for technology, products and business 

solutions—for those wanting to get into the vehicle domain. That also holds 

true for establishing a fair and long-term business collaboration with Apple 

and Google.” 

 “We’re also coming together with legacy companies like IBM [Corp./IBM] 

and Intel and building solutions that others would want to try doing alone.” 

 “Microsoft is also becoming more mature and wants to collaborate more.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “There’s also activity in 5G, new business models and disruptors. That’s going to shift too on various fronts and 

make paying for data use less punishing.” 

 “Google and Apple are getting into the vehicle because providing search in a car is money. If you’re searching for a 

pizza in the car, chances are it’s going to be to buy it and not to research Domino’s history.” 

 “Google is playing a volumes game, with the Android platform available on many devices. It brings them a lot of data. 

From Google’s point of view, the car is one of those models. It’s the mobile game—all about people having Android 

platforms on the go. They do a lot of things right, but they haven’t succeeded in finding a niche as a Google brand for 

the Android platform. Their execution is very scattered. People are shifting from web browsing into apps now, and 

Google is also shifting into looking at more apps.” 

 “Apple is much more focused, but there, too, the Apple Watch isn’t doing that well in meeting forecasted volumes.” 

 “The difficulty for both Apple and Google is when you get too big, you get pushed back. There’s a bit of separation 

from them, especially in Europe, for privacy reasons.” 

 “Apple and Google want to get into cars but not necessarily to build the cars because the car business is tough, with 

high liabilities and not easy profit margins. The scale of the car business is very difficult, much more so than the 

mobile phone.” 

 “They want to dominate car connectivity with their phones and transactions from the vehicle with electronic 

payment.” 

 “In the long run everybody is looking at Automotive Grade Linux as a base platform. With QNX, everybody gets 

nervous about whether QNX can stay independent from BlackBerry. At the same time Android Auto is a good solution 

on paper, but for practical purposes it doesn’t work like that. It’s lagging. We don’t see long-term commitment from 

Google. And with Wind River, Intel could sell them. There are a lot of dynamics going on. In the long run, everybody is 

staying close to Linux as a base platform that could sit as a foundation. The others are risky and/or temporary.” 

Other 

 “We’re seeing more sophisticated color displays in infotainment units. They’re bigger in all vehicles, not just high-end 

but also entry-level vehicles for younger demographics. In other words, there’s more display penetration into 

vehicles.” 

 “If the [autonomous] vehicle has its own routing and driving, the infotainment system becomes like a terminal on 

wheels. There’s activity on that front too.” 

 “If the autonomous vehicle gets into full action around 2020, that’s going to bring down the volume of car purchases 

and add pressure on OEMs.” 
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http://www.nvidia.com/content/global/global.php
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 “The rise of electric vehicles will bring entry barriers down for new car companies who might have only one model, 

let’s say for small urban areas only, maybe something like a small glass cockpit. The infotainment system for that 

would be different, and that will challenge the OEMs and tier 1s also.” 

 

 

4) Connected car executive with a tier-1 supplier; repeat source 

Infotainment head units are becoming more complex, even in lower-end cars, requiring more design and integration work 

by hardware makers. Integrating smartphones also increases hardware requirements. As more technology develops, car 

makers and customers want to fit more of it in their cars. In order to keep up with changes, some hardware makers are 

expanding to add software-related functions to their business. Being nimble is key for head unit manufacturers. Over the 

next few years security will become a more critical issue to prevent breaches in multimedia and telematics systems. 

Hardware 

 “Hardware is still being sold into cars. Infotainment screens are getting bigger and requirements for graphics are 

becoming more complex and require more processing power and memory. 

Server-based navigation is not taking over applications in the car. There is 

co-existence occurring and lots of things require both the in-vehicle piece 

but also the outside of the vehicle piece.” 

 “There’s a lot of hype about Google and Apple taking over the car. The hype 

is correct about the car becoming more and more linked to the back-end 

servers. The much needed [hardware] piece around the person in the 

vehicle shell though is still there.” 

 “It’s not easy to keep up and those who don’t are eventually going to be out 

of business.” 

 “Despite the changes, you still need to have a local client that drives the 

HMI [human-machine interface], drives the display, and that is not 

dependent on connectivity. It must work even in a no-cell phone area, safely 

and efficiently. Those are the new and growing set of requirements for the 

in-vehicle piece, as well as integrating it with all the outside-the-vehicle 

functionalities, services, applications and data. All this makes it even more 

complex. So we’re actually seeing an increase in the amount of design and effort needed to do vehicle systems.” 

 “There are some estimates of tens or hundreds of millions of lines of code in the car even today, and that’s only 

going to increase.” 

 “As the technology increases, the desire to fit more in and do more with it also increases. Consumers want more, 

and OEMs are also on the bandwagon to add more functionalities and improvements.” 

 “A lot of these technologies are also going into the lower-priced cars, even as more sophisticated systems are going 

into premium cars. Even in the lower-priced cars, there are a lot more features being added in.” 

 “As tier 1s, we’re seeing the normal, general hardware price decreases. We are also seeing a bump up of 

requirements to do more with that. A lot of the cost, in general, for the OEMs seem to be shifting from the hardware 

side to the software pieces as well as the back-end operations and maintenance. The cost being added is because 

the software is finally being acknowledged.” 

 “Garmin, [MiTAC International Corp.’s/TPE:2315] Magellan and to some extent TomTom [NV/TMOAF/TMOAY], the 

traditional PND [portable navigation device] manufacturers, seem to be pushing their business, besides in the 

aviation and the marine industry, to the fitness industry. Some of these PND manufacturers are partnering with the 

tier 1s in order to merge their functions in a nontraditional hardware manner. They provide the software, and we 

provide the hardware. The ones doing that are seeing some success because they had the name brand. The ones 

who don’t will see their name brand erode, I fear, because they’re not as visible in the car as they were in the past.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “We’ve been expanding and adding more software-related functions to our company.” 

 “Even integrating an Android or an iPhone still requires integration. Apple’s requirements actually increase hardware 

requirements in head units, especially the low-end, low-cost ones.” 

 “Software manufacturers that want to be part of the car are bringing in additional requirements that are causing an 

increase in our hardware capabilities to support them.” 

[W]e’re seeing the normal, 

general hardware price 

decreases. A lot of the cost, in 

general, for the OEMs seem to 

be shifting from the hardware 

side to the software pieces as 

well as the back-end operations 

and maintenance. 

Connected car executive with a tier-1 

supplier 

http://www.magellangps.com/
http://www.tomtom.com/en_us/
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 “Everyone has to be nimble. Companies have to make investments into expanding their business and adding more 

software expertise from third parties who’ve been independently and successfully working in the automotive 

industry.” 

 “There’s risk involved that some companies may not keep up as well as others. But to the consumer, it’s a very 

positive message. And consumers have given feedback to the automotive industry. They want the features they want 

and will use, but they don’t want the systems to be too complex. There will be more customization to keep it simple 

yet give each individual a chance to adapt the car to themselves and make it more like a home.” 

Other 

 “In the U.S., most cars come with some sort of infotainment unit, even if it’s just a low-cost AM/FM radio. Even those 

low-cost radios are increasing in capabilities and adding more multimedia functions. In the high end, the 

distinguishing factor is customization.” 

 “The security and privacy areas are two things that, especially as cars become more connected to multimedia and 

driving-related services, are getting a lot of hype. A lot of the problems have been solved, so the hype issues are 

nonissues. But a number of them are legitimate. People are starting to differentiate between privacy and security.” 

 “People worry about security, where their data ends up and how likely it is for somebody to steal it. It’s a real 

concern. I’ve heard that a ‘white hat’ hacker is going to show how to wirelessly take control of a vehicle. That 

becomes not a privacy issue but a security issue. I think this is going to start a new trend on how to look at overall 

vehicle security. Breaching a multimedia or telematics security system is only the first step at a potentially complex 

multistage attack on the rest of the vehicle.” 

 “We’ll see a shift over the next several years as security becomes a more critical issue and the vehicle, as designed, 

will have a security architecture in place from the OEMs so everybody knows what piece they will need to do to fill in.” 

 

 

5) Brad Ballard, business development manager of automotive infotainment for Texas Instruments 

As the infotainment landscape changes, the industry is looking to bring a seamless experience to the driver by combining 

some of the smartphone cloud experience with unique features that are part of the driving experience. Some embedded 

hardware functions are being replaced by the smartphone, but cars must offer added value from what consumers have 

become used to in the mobile space. Tier-1 hardware makers will have to deliver on automakers’ requests and 

differentiate through the interface or electronic design or with electronic integration. The infotainment winners will be 

those that combine the two worlds. Mr. Ballard cited a great deal of opportunity for innovation in driver assistance 

technology as more cars become equipped with large color displays and electronic sensors. 

Hardware 

 “With the smartphone coming into the car, [the industry is] taking the use cases we’re accustomed to in the 

smartphone and making them easier and safer to use in the car. Some of the technologies, like mirroring, are 

making that easier.” 

 “At the same time, there’s a desire to differentiate and also bring to bear information and use cases in the car that 

add value and that the mobile industry doesn’t touch—informational ADAS or advanced driver functions, things about 

how or what the vehicle is doing that only the car makers and tier 1s have access to.” 

 “It’s about bringing a unified user experience that we’ve all become accustomed to in the mobile space into the car 

and bringing added value and differentiation. That can only come from the car side.” 

 “The tier-1 hardware makers’ role is to deliver on the requests of the OEMs. The tier 1s can also differentiate based 

on their ability to bring a unique experience to the OEM, whether it’s from the HMI or electronic design point of view 

or in electronic integration.” 

 “I think the capabilities [of infotainment hardware] will be shifted to something else. There’s an opportunity for the 

box to end up being lower cost. But in reality, rather than having a change in the cost, we’ll see added functionalities 

coming into play, including innovations.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “[The evolution of the infotainment landscape] opens up another avenue for information. It makes connecting the 

car to the cloud easier.” 

 “It’s not about replacing all the auto experience [with the phone] but about taking the best of both worlds and 

integrating it into a seamless environment. When it’s done right, the person driving the car doesn’t know if the 

service was provided by the car or the phone.” 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/07/22/car-hacking-just-got-real-hackers-disable-suv-on-busy-highway/
http://www.ti.com/ww/en/analog/car-of-the-future/?DCMP=gma-tra-carofthefuture-en&HQS=carofthefuture-bti-en
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 “This kind of model is state-of-the-art, and it’s proprietary for now. But it can be envisioned, and various people are 

working on it.” 

 “Generically, the winners will be the people who will figure out how to meld the two worlds together—onboard, 

integrated experience for rapid response; integration into the car and tapping into the cloud for a wider range of data 

to draw from.” 

 “It should be irrelevant to the driver if they’re operating in the realm of the car or the realm of the cloud. The desire is 

for it to be ubiquitous and not even know where the information is coming from. The people who’ll win will be the 

ones who’ll figure out how to do that seamlessly, quickly and fluidly.” 

 “This is already happening now in various stages, and it continues to get better.” 

 “I think [mirroring] will end up being an out-of-the-box feature. People want to be able to access what’s on their 

phone, and that’s one method provided by the mobile industry. It’s evident most people are going to support it. But I 

don’t think it’s going to define what’s in the dash or be the major in-dash experience, except maybe in the entry-level. 

That’s because it ends up being nondifferentiated.” 

Other 

 “There are two aspects that I think are very interesting going forward. First, 

mirroring mobile devices is driving the growth of color displays in the car.” 

 “The second aspect is most car makers are now moving forward very rapidly 

with sensor deployment for advanced driver assistance in the car. A lot of 

cars have sensors that are delivering a lot of electronic information. Putting 

the two [aspects] together, there’s an opportunity to take that information 

and process it, and then find unique ways to present it to the driver. The 

display is one of the conduits to present that information to the driver. That 

might be one of the innovations that could come in place of what’s been off 

boarded to the mobile phone.” 

 “We call this informational ADAS. It means taking all the sensor data and 

processing it in a way to present information to the driver wherever they 

need it, and when they need it, to assist in their driving functions.” 

 “We’ve coined the term ‘informational ADAS’ to describe assisting the driver 

with informational cues, as opposed to safety ADAS, which is where you 

actually would drive for the driver. There’s a lot to be done in the 

informational ADAS space.” 

 

 

 

3) Infotainment Software Providers 
Infotainment hardware makers must add software expertise to their portfolio in order to avoid being left behind, according to 

three of six sources, including two who noted that hardware margins are getting thinner and embedded head units are close 

to becoming commodities. However, adding software capabilities will be no easy task. One source said Harman is in good 

shape because of its OEM relationships, and that Bosch Ltd. (BOM:500530) also will not be easily displaced because it is 

involved in many different systems within the car. This source added that Alpine Electronics Inc. (TYO:6816) and JVC 

Kenwood Corp. (TYO:6632) are the most vulnerable in the changing infotainment landscape. Another said Garmin’s role in 

the auto industry is quickly diminishing. Three sources believe that influence over infotainment systems eventually will shift to 

software developers like Apple and Google, and two think car makers view the software giants as threats. QNX is a much 

better OS than Linux for the car, one source said, but another believes QNX eventually will lose share to open-source 

alternatives. Advances in telematics may put a serious dent in the service revenue of car dealerships. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Hardware 

- 3 of 6 said infotainment hardware makers are being forced to develop software capabilities to avoid being 

marginalized. 

- 2 said infotainment hardware margins are getting thinner and head units are becoming commodities. 

- 1 said it is no easy task for hardware manufacturers to add software expertise, and no guarantee they can pull it off. 

It’s not about replacing all the 

auto experience [with the 

phone] but about taking the 

best of both worlds and 

integrating it into a seamless 

environment. When it’s done 

right, the person driving the car 

doesn’t know if the service was 

provided by the car or the 

phone. 

Brad Ballard, business development 

manager of automotive infotainment 

for Texas Instruments 

http://www.bosch.us/en/us/our_company_1/business_sectors_and_divisions_1/car_multimedia_1/car-multimedia.html
http://alpine-usa.com/
http://www.jvckenwood.com/en/
http://www.jvckenwood.com/en/
http://www.ti.com/ww/en/analog/car-of-the-future/?DCMP=gma-tra-carofthefuture-en&HQS=carofthefuture-bti-en
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- 1 said Harman is in good position with car makers, while another said Bosch is in good shape because it is 

integrated into so many different vehicle systems. 

- 1 said hardware makers like Alpine and JVC Kenwood are especially threatened by the way infotainment is evolving. 

- 1 said Garmin’s auto revenue is falling considerably and forcing the company to shift into wearables and fitness 

devices. 

Software and Platforms 

- 3 said control over infotainment systems inevitably will shift to software makers like Apple and Google. 

- 1 thinks systems that allow consumers to connect their smartphones will dominate the infotainment space. 

- 2 said car makers view Apple and Google as a big threat and are resisting their entry; 1 added that the software 

giants are adjusting their strategies to be less stringent and threatening. 

- 1 said QNX is a much better OS for the car than Linux, but another thinks QNX is going to lose out to open-source 

platforms such as those being developed by GENIVI. 

Other 

- 1 believes car dealerships are going to lose a big chunk of their service business as advances in telematics open up 

diagnostics to other players. 

 

 

1) Executive with a software solutions company 

The auto industry always will need hardware makers, but the tight relationship between function and hardware is fading 

for infotainment systems. Hardware makers are acquiring software companies to try to adapt. Also, car makers are trying 

to add software know-how. QNX is losing out to GENIVI because it is too difficult for a proprietary technology to compete 

against open source. The Android OS has an advantage over Linux because it is more tightly controlled by Google and 

already used by several OEMs. 

Hardware 

 “There is no doubt that the auto industry will always need the tier 1s. There’s been talk about that, but the OEMs I’ve 

talked to don’t see it that way. Tier 1s will continue to build hardware in the future. However, the concern arises as 

more features will separate themselves from the hardware.” 

 “In that regard, tier 1s will not be building a box with full functionalities anymore.” 

 “An analogy is how the answering machine has evolved from a separate machine with a tape in it to become a 

software server that runs in the cloud. It’s lost its dedicated hardware. In the future, we’ll see that same trend 

happening in the vehicle as well.” 

 “The tight relationship between function and hardware is going away, but the tier 1s are not going to go away or be 

left behind.” 

 “It’s going to be a different delivery landscape. Software will be sold directly to the OEM. In the past, tier 1s built all 

the functions in the box. That’s going to change as software integration in the vehicle becomes more important.” 

 “Companies that aren’t flexible and only stick to their model will always be left behind, but that’s not an automotive 

specific problem.” 

 “Autonomous driving is even more of a factor in this. For example, you can’t build an autonomous car if the radar 

system or the adaptive cruise control can’t interact with the brakes. The engine controller has to interact with the 

brakes. Autonomous demands that the different features cling together very strongly, and the OEMs have to know 

more.” 

 “The tier 1s are concerned about this because the know-how of functions was solely theirs. But the vehicle functions 

can no longer be realized by the tier 1s alone. You have to put multiple tier 1s together to get the functions, and that 

only works if the OEMs know more. From my point of view, that’s what tier 1s are fearing.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “Software has definitely become more important, and the tier 1s are buying software companies.” 

 “The leadership of the company has a big role in whether they can actually run a software company. Software is a 

different animal than hardware or electronics. You need a different organizational structure, a different way of 

managing people. Having both disciplines in one company poses different challenges.” 

 “It will be a challenge for the OEMs to acquire the knowledge to manage software, and they’re struggling with this. 

The software know-how is typically with the tier 2s like QNX or Mentor. The tier 1s also have a lot of software know-

how, but many of the OEMs don’t.” 

http://www.mentor.com/
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 “OEMs are approaching this differently. [Fiat Chrysler Automobiles 

NV’s/FCAU] Chrysler and GM have made many changes in this area. Audi 

[AG/ETR:NSU/FRA:NSU] has a joint venture with Elektrobit. Daimler has 

several software partners. BMW created a new software center two years 

ago with over 500 people.” 

 “The industry is realizing that more and more features are coming through 

the software, and the software elements in the car are a strongly growing 

market.” 

 “Tier 1s are going into the software space, and that’s the right move at the 

moment. They have to.” 

 “Software is the next wave of evolution in the car, a separation of functions 

from the hardware. That’s why the tier 1s have to do software.” 

 “As a member of the GENIVI alliance, I do see QNX losing out with the growth 

of GENIVI. GENIVI is a transformation from a proprietary operating system to 

open source. I think QNX will also adapt to embracing open-source 

technologies because in some areas, you just can’t compete with open 

source because of the development speed. Price is not a factor. Open 

source is not cheap, and Linux is not really free. If you do something 

proprietary [like QNX], you’re competing with the whole world and investing 

your own money to keep up with all the developments, but they don’t give 

you a competitive advantage. It’s a futile venture to compete with open 

source.” 

 “If QNX loses market share in automotive, they will gain it in other areas and 

have an opportunity to reinvent themselves.” 

 “Google drives Android, but it’s not an open development community like 

GENIVI. They work with only selected partners that contribute to the Android 

specs. The fragmentation of Linux compared with Android is a nightmare. 

There can be tons of energy wasted in open source in Linux, while Google 

controls the development of Android tightly. Android is also backwards-

compatible. That’s a positive, and it’s appealing. Several OEMs are using 

Android as an operating system, and it makes sense to use it in several 

areas. It could gain share.” 

Other 

 “There’s little technology sharing in the auto industry. It’s a bit inbred. Tier 

2s [like ours] have a huge advantage because we see other markets—for 

example, how aerospace redefined itself. The 787 Dreamliner already has a 

clear separation between its hardware and its functions.” 

 

 

2) Senior technical specialist in auto infotainment; repeat source 

Auto infotainment is in a state of flux as Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto become standard features in cars, 

requiring just a piece of software for cell phones to be mirrored on displays. That leaves auto OEMs and infotainment 

hardware makers providing something that is common to every car yet still needing a unique look and feel. The cost of 

infotainment units could fall as some customers opt out of expensive built-in navigation systems or satellite radio in favor 

of services they can mirror from their smartphone. The industry is pondering how safe it is to bet on Apple and Google 

when another dominant player could appear in five or 10 years. QNX continues to maintain its share in vehicles. 

Hardware 

 “There’s a lot of uncertainty in the industry because of questions around the penetration that Android Auto and Apple 

CarPlay will make into the infotainment head unit and the HMI.” 

 “Everyone’s hedging their bets that Google and Apple are coming, and you can’t beat them so you might as well 

make provisions for them. There’s a struggle because the OEMs also have to make provisions for their own software 

and their own look and feel. That of course filters down to the tier 1s.” 

[T]ier 1s will not be building a 

box with full functionalities 

anymore. An analogy is how the 

answering machine has 

evolved from a separate 

machine with a tape in it to 

become a software server that 

runs in the cloud. It’s lost its 

dedicated hardware. In the 

future, we’ll see that same 

trend happening in the vehicle 

as well. The fragmentation of 

Linux compared with Android is 

a nightmare. There can be tons 

of energy wasted in open 

source in Linux, while Google 

controls the development of 

Android tightly. Android is also 

backwards-compatible. That’s a 

positive, and it’s appealing. 

Several OEMs are using 

Android as an operating 

system, and it makes sense to 

use it in several areas. It could 

gain share. 

Executive with a software solutions 

company 

http://www.driveuconnect.com/system/chrysler/
https://www.elektrobit.com/success-stories/audi-mmi-3g/
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 “The tier 1s have to deliver head units that are capable of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto but also need to 

differentiate from the others.” 

 “I consider this a negative disruption because it forced the tier 1s to veer from their plans and the prototypes they 

were going to introduce to help the OEMs differentiate. Now Apple and Android are coming in and imposing how they 

should be connected.” 

 “Theoretically, it could affect the [value] of the head unit if OEMs were to, for example, take out the navigation and 

use Google’s navigation from the phone instead. All they would do is mirror 

the cell phone, which also provides the 4G connection. Customers using the 

cell phone’s navigation won’t be paying for the built-in navigation service. 

There’s a real struggle because the OEMs have to figure out how to 

differentiate.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “I think all lines are introducing mirroring. Android Auto and Apple CarPlay 

are a form of mirroring. It makes their screens safe for driver interactions.” 

 “The dilemma for the OEMs and the tier 1s is how to differentiate even 

though they have to all add that layer of software that will make their screen 

look similar to that of the cell phone.” 

 “The OEMs are worried that people will start to choose their vehicles based 

on cell phone criteria rather than their own automotive differentiation. This 

is not resolved yet.” 

 “It could happen that Apple and Google may not be the dominant players 

five or 10 years from now. Cars designed a few years ago had provisions for 

BlackBerrys. It’s likely that Apple and Google will be there, but there’s no 

certainty.” 

 “How can anyone know for certain they’re betting on the winner? They’re 

hedging their bets and for now saying they can handle it.” 

 “General Motors is betting on 4G LTE phones, and they’re planning to make money off that. They’re building it in, and 

they will get a cut of the air time.” 

 “I think overall the dollar value of the head unit will go down. The head unit is going to become a commodity. 

Mirroring is just a thin piece of software that fits on top. Customers could potentially opt out of buying the OEM’s 

high-end navigation system or their version of Pandora, all of which already exist on the cell phone. And of course 

they won’t need to buy SiriusXM, which also has a streaming service. The tier 1s would lose out.” 

 “QNX is still maintaining its market share. … There haven’t been any significant changes towards Linux.” 

 “Apple has had issues with their tethering capabilities. They seem to break it with every new release.” 

Other 

 “A bigger question than mirroring is what Google and Apple are up to in terms of building their own vehicles.” 

 

 

3) Head of product management for a navigation consumer electronics company 

Tier-1 hardware makers stand to weather the shifting infotainment landscape given that they make most of their margins 

on the center stack. Bosch is leading the innovation with MySPIN, a mirroring platform that already has been adopted by 

Jaguar Land Rover. This source questions any company that tries to resist the trend toward tethering, which enables 

users to seamlessly mirror what is on their phone to the dashboard. Automakers likely will relinquish much of the control 

over infotainment, focusing instead on safety features. Hyundai is leading the charge among automakers with its early 

adoption of CarPlay and Android Auto. 

Hardware 

 “We’re working with the Tier 1s. Bosch, for example, launched a product called MySPIN. It’s a platform that’s a 

mirroring platform, much like CarPlay or Android Auto, but it is an ecosystem that has various apps that are 

compatible with it.” 

 “Jaguar Land Rover is one of the first customers [using MySPIN], rebranding it as InControl. And I believe [Bosch] is 

talking to many other [car manufacturers].” 

The tier 1s have to deliver head 

units that are capable of Apple 

CarPlay and Android Auto but 

also need to differentiate from 

the others. The dilemma for the 

OEMs and the tier 1s is how to 

differentiate even though they 

have to all add that layer of 

software that will make their 

screen look similar to that of 

the cell phone. 

Senior technical specialist in auto 

infotainment 

http://mobileoffice.about.com/od/phonesformobileworkers/f/what-is-tethering.htm
http://www.bosch-softtec.com/myspin.html
http://readwrite.com/2015/05/29/hyundai-and-chevy-roll-out-carplay-and-android-auto-cars
../Downloads/So%20if%20you%20have%20the%20MySPIN%20configuration%20on%20your%20car%20%E2%80%93%20and
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 “German car manufacturers are adapting CarPlay. VW [Volkswagen AG/VLKAY], for example, has committed to work 

with CarPlay. However, other car manufacturers are more possessive of their end-user experience.” 

 “[Major car manufacturers] have said they see a big threat with Apple and Google getting into this space, and all of 

them are investigating competing ecosystems. [The car manufacturers] are 

doing that with the Tier 1s. Continental recently bought Elektrobit, and 

Elektrobit is in a consortium with Audi. That’s a way of becoming more 

relevant in that space.” 

 “BMW and Audi are looking at buying HERE, so that’s their strategy. And if 

any company has competing technology to the Apple and Google maps, it 

would be the HERE ecosystem. They have a free navigation app as well that 

you can download from pretty much anywhere in the world.” 

 “We are working diligently in an area called ‘tethering,’ which we define as a 

smartphone—or any phone—that hosts a piece of navigation software. It 

could be ours, Google’s or Apple’s, and that is then connected to the head 

unit of the car and is able to display or mirror what is on the phone, on the 

center stack of the car.” 

 “[With tethering] you’re getting the best of both worlds—a system that you’re 

used to, a system that you can browse, a system that you can save all your 

stuff. And then as soon as you get into the car, it becomes an integrated 

part of the car, so you don’t have to transfer one particular destination from 

the phone to the car, for example.” 

 “That, I think, is the future of all entertainment systems: a tethered model. I 

look at tethering from the viewpoint of navigation. But Pandora, for example, 

is looking at it from the angle of getting their music onto a car system. It’s 

why Apple and Google have gone into this, with CarPlay and Android Auto.” 

 “All of [the manufacturers and Tier 1s] are going towards tethering systems. 

I personally think that anybody that tries to compete head-to-head with 

Apple and Google is very brave—or stupid. The car manufacturers and the 

Tier 1s are definitely trying to retain that value-add.” 

 “For the car manufacturers, I think they’re genuinely worried about where 

the loyalty of a car rests. My kids are getting to an age where they’re about 

to start driving, and they’re not that interested in cars. What we’re already 

seeing is that millennials are not so interested in how many cylinders a car 

has, or anything else; they’re more worried about whether they can pair their phone with it. The manufacturers are 

worried about losing the loyalty that you’ve traditionally seen in the U.S. and Europe.” 

 “What I’m seeing is that, with the exception of Bosch, nobody is really investing heavily in their own system; they’re 

kind of in an analysis paralysis right now—a kind of wait-and-see attitude. They know a big, bad thing is coming, but 

they’re trying to figure out what to do. They know there’s going to be an impact by CarPlay and Android Auto, but they 

are still analyzing how to react to it.” 

 “The Tier 1s are going to be OK. The Tier 1s make most of their money on the actual hardware. They make some 

money on the navigation software, but frankly that’s becoming more commoditized anyway. It used to be that 

navigation software and systems would cost a lot, whereas now the prices are quite modest.” 

 “The Tier 1s will always have the center stack, and I don’t think they’re going to be that affected by [the shifting 

landscape].” 

 “The automakers are going to be more affected because they have traditionally had very high markups on navigation 

features. It’s going to go the same way as air conditioning, where it used to be an extra for X number of dollars, and 

now you’d struggle to find a car that doesn’t have it. Likewise, it’s almost at a stage where cars have to have 

navigation, and the [automakers] will just look to cheap ways of getting navigation.” 

 “What the automakers will do is shift their focus to more safety-oriented features. Radar, assisted-driving features 

like adapted cruise control—those are the areas I think the automakers are going to make money on.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “Entertainment as such—including navigation—it’s not exactly game over, but it’s getting to the point where it’s just 

commoditized. And I think it would be foolhardy of any automaker to resist the pull that you’re seeing in the market, 

For the car manufacturers, I 

think they’re genuinely worried 

about where the loyalty of a car 

rests. My kids are getting to an 

age where they’re about to 

start driving, and they’re not 

that interested in cars. 

[M]illennials are not so 

interested in how many 

cylinders a car has, or anything 

else; they’re more worried 

about whether they can pair 

their phone with it. I think Apple 

and Google are taking a step 

back, looking at how they can 

make [CarPlay and Android 

Auto] more palatable and less 

threatening than has been 

perceived. 

Head of product management for a 

navigation consumer electronics 

company 

http://www.autoconnectedcar.com/2015/06/volkswagen-releases-carplay-android-auto-mirrorlink/
http://www.wsj.com/article_email/german-car-makers-audi-bmw-and-daimler-to-buy-nokia-here-1437493575-lMyQjAxMTE1MTIxMTMyMTE3Wj
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specifically from the millennials, to bring their own media into the car. Even Gen-Xers and others I’ve spoken to—they 

just don’t have the tolerance for another ecosystem.” 

 “Tesla’s system, for example, is quite open. They basically have a browser, which is done by Panasonic. They’ve done 

a great job. The maps in Tesla are Google Maps. What I’ve heard on the connectivity side, though, is that it’s costing 

Tesla a hell of a lot of money to keep these cars connected. You’re streaming masses of these cars as they’re 

driving; that’s very expensive. And … in Southern California [Tesla is] hiring software engineers and navigation 

engineers in this space. They know they need to fix it, but I think just to get into the market they tolerate the loss on 

each car.” 

 “The connectivity cost of, say, three or four years is probably between $3,000 and $5,000 because you’re streaming 

so much data. Tesla is paying for that, but it’s not going to last—not when they get down to a $30,000 or $40,000 

car.” 

 “Ford just ditched Microsoft [for its next-gen OS]. That was a brave play. They’re in reevaluation mode now.” 

 “To date, the only company that has released anything in the U.S. on CarPlay and Android Auto is Hyundai. To me, 

that’s a very interesting data point because Hyundai is an up-and-coming player. … They will be aggressively 

innovating.” 

 “Another interesting data point is that at the Apple developer conference in 2014, there was a lot of talk about 

CarPlay. … When we went [last month] there was no talk about CarPlay. I think it’s because Apple is adjusting its 

strategy right now. I think they got too aggressive, and their criteria are quite stringent. You’re not allowed to have 

your own navigation system in the car, for example, and so there’s a lot of UI criteria that makes the integration quite 

painful.” 

 “I think Apple and Google are taking a step back, looking at how they can make [CarPlay and Android Auto] more 

palatable and less threatening than has been perceived.” 

Other 

 “Globally, 60% of new cars will have some form of connectivity in 2018; [only] 5% of new cars had connectivity in 

2013.” 

 “Globally, 36 million cars will have embedded connectivity in 2018 [while] 31 million cars will have smartphone-

enabled connectivity in 2018.” 

 “Google and Apple tend to go for very broadly focused products—in navigation, in email, things everyone has an 

interest in. What we’re doing is getting much more focused on what we call ‘defendable segments,’ an example of 

which would be off-road navigation, or truck navigation. We’re focused on very particular segments.” 

 “Garmin is focusing more on wearables, fitness devices. Their automotive revenue is dropping not insignificantly. 

TomTom has the maps—the equivalent of the HERE map—and they also went into wearables. They’re also getting 

into fleet navigation and fleet management.” 

 “[Garmin and TomTom] are trying to find these oases that are not attractive enough for large players like Apple and 

Google.” 

 

 

4) Global vice president for a China-based software developer for connected cars, mobile apps and big data 

Tier-1 hardware suppliers will see their margins squeezed as the power shifts to software companies in the infotainment 

space. This is already apparent in the falling prices of hardware. The ability for software players to dictate what they want 

from the tier 1s will only grow. Hardware companies are fighting back with large investments in their own software 

capabilities, some of which will be successful. But this kind of technology investment is not cheap, fast or easy—and it is 

difficult to see how Tier 1s can maintain their historical margins. 

Hardware 

 “We provide a software platform to the OEMs [which includes a solution to help car owners manage their cars 

remotely via smartphone], which the tier 1s can also use. Right now we’re trying to build an ecosystem for hardware 

companies like Continental, Harman and Bosch, as well as the OEMs.” 

 “However, the tier 1s are also trying to get their own piece of cake out of this sector of the market, so they see us as 

competition. They’re mostly trying to do [what we offer] on their own, to get the most margins possible.” 

 “[The likes of] Bosch and Harman are no longer just hardware players. They have teams of people working on the 

software side—software platforms and solutions for the OEMs. They’re not that open to third parties [like us].” 
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 “We provide a hardware device together with a special mobile app, then charge a subscription fee to the OEMs. 

Customers can unlock their doors, turn their air conditioner on [and some other features] remotely. We have Wi-Fi 4G 

hotspots, so we also have some limited functionality to entertainment with access to music and video.” 

 “The tier 1s are very strong in the infotainment concept, so we’re trying to avoid head-to-head competition. Our 

starting point, our entry point, is remotely controlling the car. This is our strong suit, together with a safety and 

security side.” 

 “The traditional tier-1 hardware suppliers will definitely feel the impact of this shift towards software platforms. At the 

end of the day, the software companies will be able to tell the hardware companies exactly what kind of hardware 

they want. The hardware is getting cheaper, meaning the margins are [already] getting thinner.” 

 “In China, there are some very strong local hardware suppliers that compete 

with the global tier-1 companies.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “The hardware makers are not sitting still. They are actively investing in and 

promoting their software solutions. But this type of technology takes a lot of 

time and money. It’s not a simple, easy investment.” 

 “We are in partnership with Microsoft because we are using their cloud 

solution.” 

 “We are talking to OEMs about providing them with big data for remotely 

controlled cars. Sooner or later we are likely to work with Google and others 

in the connected car space.” 

 “OEMs are definitely feeling the pressure [as infotainment shifts to software 

platforms and solutions]. They are trying to hold on to control and are 

stopping the industry from moving faster.” 

 “The OEMs we are targeting [and already working with] are midlevel car 

manufacturers—not the top-level car makers like BMW and [Daimler’s] 

Mercedes-Benz, which already have [remote access/control of car features]. 

It would take the second-level OEMs a lot of time and money to build for 

themselves the kinds of features we provide as a third party, that can 

already integrate with their current systems.” 

 “In China, some local OEMs still want to do everything on their own to 

maintain control.” 

 

 

5) Christopher May (CCO) and Jason Taylor (CEO), Evolved Vehicle Environments Inc. 

Demand for infotainment hardware will not go away, but tier-1 manufacturers must be open to working with multiple 

software providers to stay relevant. Mr. May and Mr. Taylor said most car makers will not willingly work with Apple and 

Google or yield control of their infotainment systems as a long-term strategy. Evolved Vehicle Environments, which makes 

a dashboard ecosystem currently available on the Tesla Model S, has bet on OEMs creating a solution that allows them to 

control the dashboard. 

Hardware 

 “Tier 1s are in the technology industry, and they’re going to have to be flexible and move in different directions to 

keep up. But there’s always going to be a need for hardware. It’s not like you’re going to have a car that can just 

virtually run software.” 

 “If the question is how does software affect the tier-1 hardware manufacturers, I think it comes down to two 

scenarios: Either they’re going to work really hard to provide a software solution that fits on their hardware, or they’re 

going to have to work well with some of these software options.” 

 “I think it’s advantageous for them to be a little open, because when you take a look at the whole connected car 

sphere, there’s a lot of software companies out there that are producing pieces of the pie. It’s not just one tier 1 that 

does it all. There’s lots of licensing widgets.” 

 “I use the Apple iPhone as an example: It’s not the best phone in my opinion. However, it has an ecosystem of apps 

that makes it such a compelling product. The tier 1s are going to have to take the same sort of approach; they need 
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to be open, be flexible and move quickly in order to take advantage of the development community. No one company 

can provide it all.” 

 “A lot of the tier 1s are using QNX as their operating system, but even if they’re using Android or Linux, we have the 

ability to port our solution to that platform, so we could potentially work with those tier 1s to help improve their user 

experience on the interface side, and also bring a much more robust set of 

apps and functionality pretty rapidly and for a much lower cost than them 

doing it themselves.” 

 “In some of the discussions with the tier 1s, they wanted us to port some of 

our apps to their existing platform. But to be honest, I don’t see that 

happening for some of them, just because it would mean degrading the 

experience too much. But there are definitely opportunities to work with tier 

1s.” 

 “Right now our solution is direct-to-consumer. Tesla is not paying us to put it 

into their vehicles. It’s all consumer-driven, and [Tesla owners] pay a small 

annual fee [of $50] for the premium model.” 

 “From the OEM side, I don’t see a strong market leader. Ford is maybe a 

little ahead in North America. I’m looking at it through the lens of who is 

doing a real connected car solution—and not just navigation and a hotspot.” 

 “I would say Harman is going to do well in the aftermarket stuff. They seem 

to be well positioned with the OEMs, and their platform seems to be pretty 

robust.” 

 “TomTom is well positioned. They have a highly recognized brand in the 

consumer world. I think that in future vehicles, [navigation devices] are all 

going to be embedded from the OEM. I think there’s going to be a lot more 

embedding than there is today. At the Connected Car conference we just 

came from [in Amsterdam], TomTom was working on an embedded platform 

which was pretty impressive.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “Everybody’s wondering whether Apple and Google are going to take over, 

but the hardware will always be there, and really now everybody’s jockeying 

for the software level on top of it.” 

 “If you take a look at Apple or Google, they’re more or less stapling on an 

iPad or a tablet onto the dashboard. From our discussions, a lot of the OEMs are not keen on doing that for a long-

term strategy.” 

 “I think that the OEMs are going to want to make sure that the experience in that screen in their dashboard is 

consistent with the rest of their brand, the vehicle itself, and all the way down to core options for your particular car.” 

 “We’re developing something first and foremost to work in a driving scenario: extra-large font, extra-large buttons, 

interactions in a way that’s conducive to driving.” 

 “[Our approach is to] let the OEMs control the dashboard from a brand and from a user perspective.” 

 “We don’t think people will base their car purchasing decisions on their phones. They’re not going to make a 

$50,000 purchase based on a $500 device you have in your pocket.” 

 “We’re trying to do all the stuff that’s agnostic to a particular phone. We allow people to access everything they have 

on their phone—but it’s not really about the phone, it’s about a digital lifestyle. Our goal is to create the best 

experience which is focused on the user first, and the OEM second, to make sure that [the OEMs] can maintain 

control over their brand and environment.” 

 “We certainly understand that you want to step into your car and you want to have all of your contacts, access to your 

text messages, your music—and that’s fairly simple, and you don’t need to have an Apple CarPlay or an Android Auto 

type of solution to make that happen.” 

 “But when you talk about bringing digital lifestyle into the vehicle, simply mirroring your smartphone onto a 

dashboard doesn’t really work very well. Our philosophy in general is that you need to design the solutions for an in-

dash experience, first and foremost with an eye to the user experience while you’re driving, vs. holding a cell phone. 

They’re not compatible. It’s a totally different user experience and model of UX.” 

 “The Tesla Model S uses Linux already. We can deploy on a whole variety of operating systems. We are QNX partners 

now, [and] we’ll be bringing it to QNX next as a native solution.” 
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 “What we found is that some OEMs are using Linux, but a lot of them are using QNX. I can’t really talk to the QNX 

business model, but our understanding is [QNX’s] market penetration is about 70% of infotainment systems in cars.” 

 “From our perspective as a third party, QNX is a much more robust operating system for the connected car. It’s much 

faster than Linux; it’s much more secure; it’s much more evolved as a connected car platform than Linux.” 

Other 

 “I think you’re going to see 30 million of what I would call ‘properly connected cars’ over the next few years. I don’t 

think a connected car is one that just has a Wi-Fi hotspot. A connected car to me is first of all connected to the 

Internet, but also has digital lifestyle capabilities like apps that can inter act with social media, with email and that 

kind of thing.” 

 “I see that market being at least 20 million vehicles by 2018. The OEMs are typically on a five-year cycle, which is 

going to put a bit of a delay on things, but I think the next next-generation cars will all be connected.” 

 “Our software solution is completely independent of the phone; it will run with any phone at all. Within the next year 

we’ll have about 20 more apps in the ecosystem [on top of the existing 15]. Our intention is to have robust 

integration with mobile devices, full voice control and feedback. So you’ll be able to have a voice read you 

information, as well as being able to dictate using your voice.” 

 

 

6) David Alleyne-Martin, co-founder of DRVEN, a telematics startup 

Many tier-1 manufacturers will be relegated to niche players as the infotainment power shifts to software companies like 

Apple and Google. Bosch will maintain a strong presence, while the likes of Alpine and JVC very likely will not. Car makers 

are not getting traction from their subscription-based services like OnStar, Sync 3 and justDrive, for which manufacturers 

have reported high churn rates. Mr. Martin predicts OEMs will be forced by consumer demand to open up more to 

software innovators, small and large, to unlock both added features and revenue streams. Auto manufacturers face huge 

disruption to their service and repair revenue streams through dealerships, as telematics revolutionizes the space by 

allowing wider access to driver and vehicle information. 

Hardware 

 “Bosch doesn’t have anything to worry about because they’re integrated into so many systems. Folks like Alpine will 

be a niche player because  it doesn’t matter whose shell it is [when the experience is being driven by software].” 

 “For players like JVCs and Alpine, they’ll become niche players because if you do an audit of their software and 

interfaces, there’s nothing at all even close to anything that Apple and Google can do. Why would you pick an inferior 

interface when you can easily interface with Apple, which has way more engineers and designers working on this 

than Alpine could ever throw at it? But [these tier 1s] will still sell the hardware because I don’t think Apple is going 

to start making head units to sell as aftermarket solutions.” 

 “My background is telecom, and I see a lot of parallels from that industry for 

how the carriers’ position shifted, and the device manufacturers and then 

the software plays. It used to be carriers ruled the roost and told the 

hardware manufacturers what they wanted. With Apple and Google the 

power shifted, and the consumers picked their phones based upon the OS.” 

 “At the end of the day, the person behind the wheel cares about what the 

interface is. I think that’s the strongest play, and as soon as Google and 

Apple get their systems integrated by tethering or in the actual vehicle, I 

think the OEMs will have to start opening up more of the functionality and 

not just mirror the information that’s provided through the device. 

Consumers will demand it.” 

 “One OEM will do it, and that will be the turning point. Now the software 

integrator will dictate what they want—access to particular information to 

provide additional functionality and revenue.” 

 “The tier 1s seem to be fairly aligned to the traditional OEMs. If you’re Bosch 

or BlackBerry, those systems aren’t going away—[but] it doesn’t seem that 

the automakers want to share in any sort of recurring revenue streams that 

any of the [connected car] services can enable.” 

 “The automakers are trying to shut the tier 1s out, and the tier 1s seem so 
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far to be content on supplying some of the hardware as opposed to any of the software.” 

 “The OEMs are looking for recurring revenue streams because that’s where a lot of the money is. They’re looking for 

that through people signing up for subscriptions to things like in-vehicle entertainment. The sad news is that people 

aren’t signing up for those things because they realize that the devices in the cars are five years old, that the 

technology refresh cycle on a car is five years old. Whereas, your tablet or your phone gets [continually] updated 

software, and hardware at minimum once a year, and is with you all the time.” 

 “The granddaddy of [paid subscriptions] is GM and OnStar. In the ‘90s, to hear that you could have a voice system to 

help you if you got lost or if you have a roadside emergency seemed great. But at the cost of around $300 a year, 

plus additional services like having a Wi-Fi hotspot in your car, that doesn’t seem attractive to consumers now, so the 

OEMs are desperately looking for something that people can attach to the sale of the car.” 

 “Talking to the OEMs, it doesn’t seem that the car manufactures are finding very much value in these entertainment 

streams that they traditionally had. People tend to churn out of these programs a lot. If they get a free year, they’ll 

leave after that. If they get it as part of the vehicle lease, great, but they’re not getting it after the lease ends, and 

they’re definitely not getting it on a re-sale vehicle.” 

 “We’re building on Android and iOS. BlackBerry’s QNX systems seem to be pretty prevalent.” 

 “When we’re building our platform on those [tier-1] devices, it’s fairly disruptive to the OEMs. They will not be able to 

compete on the electronics hardware, and they will likely not be able to compete on the software innovation because 

it will be too disruptive to their current OEM and dealer business model.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “It’s my understanding that most car manufacturers are working to support both Apple and Android, so a dual option 

across select vehicles. The OEMs don’t want someone walking out of a dealership because they can’t integrate their 

phone into a new vehicle.” 

 “Most of the innovation is coming from people accessing the canvas of any car and then adding some kind of 

proprietary interface to that. They can build it through Android, through iOS—similar to what we’re doing.” 

 “Once you have access to the [CAN] bus of the car, all of those systems—be they Bosches or Toyotas—now you 

control the interface and you control input and output. There are challenges in figuring it out, but there are no limits 

to what can be done. Most of the innovation is coming from folks who are hacking into those systems and showing 

what they can do.” 

 “There are a lot of companies in this [telematics] field, all of them trying to make a tie between vehicles that are 

currently on the road today, some type of connectivity, and then other products or services attached to it.” 

 “Our main focus is to be able to do really simple diagnostics that just about everyone else is doing, but instead of 

just leaving it at diagnostics, we [do deals with] our premier partners who can service your car—be it a mechanical 

service, a collision, or things like pay-per-use insurance or UBI, which is quickly gaining popularity in Canada and the 

UK with new drivers and older ones.” 

 “The other thing is that there’s a lot of great functionality enabled by the connected car, but it seems to us that most 

of the OEMs are really focused on in-vehicle entertainment. This seems like a very thin wedge, especially when most 

of the offerings are trumped by any connected tablet or phone—you can do better faster. We’re not focused on that 

space.” 

 “We are focused on tapping into the telematics of the car and being able to provide additional functionality and value 

to the consumer. As a really simple example, app-based, remote car starters for older vehicles are popular.” 

 “The aftermarket with something like car starters, if right now it costs $100, and I’m telling a consumer that at most 

they’ll pay $40 or $50 to have the same thing, and you don’t have to schedule an appointment, and that’s just one 

aspect of the functionality that’s really disruptive to a traditional garage or aftermarket store, because the products 

they have on the shelves are now trumped by a piece of software that is being distributed in some cases for free.” 

Other 

 “I’m surprised more of the manufacturers aren’t realizing that with telematics now widely available, much of their 

service business is going to dry up. Traditionally, if you get a light on your dash, you take the car to the dealership 

and they’ll charge you $100 for a diagnostic and then more for the service. That’s the bread-and-butter business of 

most dealers, and it’s a business that is very quickly going away, because people realize that paying $100 for a 

diagnostic when you have the same information freely available through very simple [telematics] tools doesn’t make 

sense any more. And as soon as that hits the tipping point, all of those dealers who bank on the upsell, that business 

is going to dry up tremendously.” 

 “[Third-party] service providers with access to a driver’s telematics information are going to be proactive in reaching 

out with special offers for service, maintenance and repair.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAN_bus
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4) Industry Specialists 
Hardware suppliers historically have been responsible for building entire infotainment systems, but two of these four sources 

said that work is starting to split between hardware and software development. Recent software acquisitions by hardware 

makers like Harman and Continental are a smart move. Hardware margins are tight, and head unit prices will continue to fall 

as new chips hit the market. Still, sources cited a big opportunity for hardware makers to expand infotainment volumes in 

lower-end cars. Allowing consumers to connect their smartphones to their car infotainment systems is one way for hardware 

makers to keep their products looking and feeling up-to-date. On the software side, two sources think Google is especially 

likely to disrupt the entire infotainment value chain. Two also believe QNX’s share in cars will be threatened by GENIVI and its 

version of Linux, while a third source said the talk about Linux mostly has been hype. Car makers are investing in research on 

many different technologies for fear of missing out on the eventual winner. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Hardware 

- 2 of 4 sources said the task of building infotainment systems is starting to split between hardware and software 

development, rather than all being done by tier-1 hardware suppliers. 

- 1 said hardware makers like Harman and Continental are wise to acquire software companies, and Visteon will likely 

follow suit. 

- 1 said Harman is in a good position because of its premium solutions. 

- 1 reported a big opportunity for hardware makers as infotainment systems become less expensive and more 

common in lower-end cars. 

- 1 said infotainment hardware margins are tight and head unit costs will continue to fall in light as new systems-on-a-

chip (SoCs) are introduced. 

Software and Platforms 

- 2 think QNX is threatened by GENIVI, including 1 who said QNX’s only difference at this stage is its ecosystem. 1 said 

Linux is not yet gaining traction in the car. 1 said Android could threaten both. 

- 1 expects Google and Apple to fundamentally change the infotainment landscape because consumers trust them 

and are comfortable with their products. 

- 1 thinks Google is a threat to disrupt the entire value chain, as it did with smartphones. 

- 1 said providing smartphone connectivity in the car is one way for hardware makers to keep their products fresh. 

Other 

- 1 said car makers are hedging their bets by investing in many different infotainment approaches, for fear of missing 

out on the eventual winner. 

 

 

1) Automotive technology evangelist; repeat source 

Changes in the infotainment landscape are disrupting the status quo for hardware makers. Harman, Continental and 

Visteon have made strategic acquisitions to build their software portfolio in order to stay ahead. Some tier 1s also are 

making a push to incorporate driver assistance and autonomous driving features. Infotainment, telematics, driver 

assistance and the connected car make for a rapidly evolving space, and tier 1s can add value by merging technologies 

and being innovative. Google could further disrupt the ecosystem with its free Android platform. Consumers’ strong ties to 

their smartphones will drive changes in how car makers offer services. QNX remains strong, but GENIVI is also growing 

with auto-grade Linux and will take market share. 

Hardware 

 “The changes happening in the auto infotainment landscape are, in fact, disruptive. Currently, tier 1s have the 

responsibility of doing the full software and hardware implementation. This will probably split. OEMs will probably 

start looking at hardware tier 1s and software tier 1s separately.” 
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 “That changes a lot of the equation of where the tier 1s spend their money and their focus. I think the smart tier 1s 

are going to do things like Harman and Continental, who’ve made strategic acquisitions to build up their software 

portfolio. Visteon has done something similar with JCI, but in a way they just traded more software engineering talent 

without acquiring the software company. But with Sachin Lawande as CEO, I suspect that might change and they’ll 

make some software acquisitions.” 

 “None of them want to become a Flextronics or contract manufacturer. If they can’t add value, they’ll get pushed 

down to the lowest common denominator.” 

 “There’s probably going to be more of a push to incorporate ADAS and autonomous driving into portfolios as well—

possibly by merging some of the infotainment into ADAS or completely moving into that space.” 

 “Continental is doing a lot of that, moving into autonomous driving. The other tier 1s will probably follow suit.” 

 “Infotainment, telematics, ADAS and the connected car form a space that’s very fluid. There’s a lot of room for cross-

breeding between those disciplines.” 

 “Tier 1s get the most value-add by trying to be forward thinking and 

innovative in those spaces and trying to merge as much of the technology as 

possible. That would be difficult for people outside the industry. The 

consumer electronics companies, like Google, are going to have a harder 

time creating credible safety systems. Although it may get to that point, but 

it’s a matter of time.” 

 “The ones that are likely to stay ahead are the ones who’ve made strategic 

acquisitions. Harman’s model is to have brand value external to the car. 

They sell Mark Levinson and JBL and other recognizable audiophile brands 

within the car. They have good positioning and a lot of momentum in terms 

of leveraging that.” 

 “Continental is building up on software expertise. They’re also trying to 

incorporate autonomous driving and ADAS. Delphi is demonstrating drives 

across the country with their autonomous car, though they’re a smaller 

player within the infotainment space.” 

 “Companies are reacting to the trends, but not all are reacting the same 

way. If they’re going back to the same old playbook and looking at 

competing on cost, that’s the wrong way to approach it. You can’t do that in 

this environment.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “I think Google and Apple are going to fundamentally change the situation and have an impact in low-end [cars] and 

in situations where you can have a dumb screen. But I think they’re going to have an impact on the high end as well.” 

 “If you look at their continued investment into automotive technologies and into relationships, Apple is building up 

the Titan team. It could be something from building their own infotainment system to creating their own car like 

Google. It’s hard to downplay the importance of that.” 

 “Apple and Google are brands that consumers relate to and trust. People have a 24/7 relationship with their phones 

and want to be in those ecosystems. They want their car to have the same things they use on their phones, use the 

same apps, have access to their contacts, and the same maps. All that is going to fundamentally drive changes in 

how the OEMs offer services and what the customers will be interested in paying for.” 

 “There’s still going to be room for the OEMs to do things within the car but that room shrinks as Apple and Google’s 

prevalence in automotive continues. And I don’t see that stopping.” 

 “[Dollar content per car] ties back to what Google has done to effectively destroy complete ecosystems. They get 

value from other things—the content, the advertising and the control as well as the use of the data. Apple is not quite 

the same because they make money off the hardware, but Google doesn’t make money off the hardware or the 

software.” 

 “How simple would it be for Google to create a complete infotainment [software] stack and make it free for 

everybody to use? What would that turn into in terms of an equation for the tier 1s? I see that as being Google’s 

natural next move. They’ve done that to completely take over other ecosystems as well because ‘free’ is difficult to 

beat. At that point, the tier 1s would have to justify their value against free.” 

 “Some of the tier 1s will be able to justify where they actually get value, and some will try to change their business 

model and accept they’re not going to get paid for software and go open-source. Some will find a revenue model for 

making money, but some will end up getting wiped out.” 
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http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/visteon-appoints-sachin-lawande-as-chief-executive-officer-300096940.html
http://www.flextronics.com/
http://www.harmanluxuryaudio.com/
http://www.slashgear.com/with-200-strong-team-apple-titan-ev-to-be-ready-by-2020-19369809/
http://www.slashgear.com/with-200-strong-team-apple-titan-ev-to-be-ready-by-2020-19369809/
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 “The people who say Apple and Google won’t get there and won’t be able to do it because they don’t know enough 

about cars are shortsighted. You just have to look at their performance in other industries to see it.” 

 “QNX is still doing quite well and has a very good market share. But GENIVI 

has built a lot of strength in auto-grade Linux, and there’s value there. QNX’s 

differentiation is no longer about being a real-time operating system. It’s 

primarily the ecosystem they’ve built. The value comes from their services 

organization.” 

 “The ecosystem that Linux is creating is starting to get big enough. The 

GENIVI roster is huge. Not everybody is actively participating, but they’re 

gaining steam. My real question is, are they going to gain steam and be 

relevant before Android kicks their butt? I don’t know if it’s too little, too 

late.” 

 “Android could be a threat to both GENIVI and QNX. QNX has probably gotten 

about as big as they could get in market share. GENIVI and/or Linux variants 

will make a dent in that. But Android will probably rise faster than that.” 

 “I see Ford’s Sync 3 and Jaguar Land Rover’s justDrive as a good response 

from the OEMs to the Android ecosystem. The SmartDeviceLink, which 

brings the apps into the head unit, is a way for the OEMs to provide a user 

interface and for the phones to provide the brains. I think it’s a great way for 

the OEM to remain relevant and be able to create a consistent user 

experience. There’s no worry about driver distraction issues. I don’t know if it 

will take off enough, but there are many different ways to do it.” 

 “[Car Connectivity Consortium’s] MirrorLink—I don’t see that continuing to 

have that much traction, but it’s a possibility as an independent way to get 

apps into the car. All those technologies will still be relevant. Just like there’s 

Bluetooth in the car for audio streaming but also an AM/FM radio and a USB 

connection.” 

 “Jaguar Land Rover is leading the charge in the OEM ecosystem for doing 

more with open-source. It’s an important role that they’re playing, to push 

their agenda on open-source.” 

 “The price pressure on the software side of the car will continue. 

Automotive-grade components are going to be relatively expensive 

compared to consumer electronics.” 

Other 

 “Aftermarket is a challenging area. The OEMs continue to create their head 

units with more and more features that are dependent on the car. Without 

the head unit, some of the things in the car wouldn’t work anymore. I think this is meant to prevent the aftermarket 

from getting in.” 

 “Pioneer [Corp./TYO:6773] is doing some interesting things with that. They have an ability to affect a lot of cars 

because people own their cars longer, and what the OEMs do doesn’t affect the majority of people driving. There’s a 

window of about five or six years for the aftermarket to have the ability to get new technology into cars.” 

 “Every OEM has plans for autonomous cars and has completed various different portions of their road map. In a fully 

autonomous car, where the driver can be sleeping, will anybody care if there’s an infotainment system? I’m not sure. 

There’s potential to capitalize in an intelligent way on some of the screen space, which could become larger without 

worry about distracting the driver. But I don’t think even autonomous cars will take away the ability to drive.” 

 “Infotainment isn’t going to go away but is going to actually increase in prevalence. It’s going to be augmented by all 

the devices that can be brought into it. Those devices are going to have more connections to the car, but the car is 

still going to have its own brain.” 

 

 

2) James Forgacs, principal, engineering solutions of P3 North America Inc.; repeat source 

Apple and Google are brands 

that consumers relate to and 

trust. People have a 24/7 

relationship with their phones 

and want to be in those 

ecosystems. They want their 

car to have the same things 

they use on their phones. All 

that is going to fundamentally 

drive changes in how the OEMs 

offer services and what the 

customers will be interested in 

paying for. The ecosystem that 

Linux is creating is starting to 

get big enough. The GENIVI 

roster is huge. Not everybody is 

actively participating, but 

they’re gaining steam. My real 

question is, are they going to 

gain steam and be relevant 

before Android kicks their butt? 

I don’t know if it’s too little, too 

late. 

Automotive technology evangelist 

http://projects.genivi.org/smartdevicelink/home
http://www.mirrorlink.com/
http://www.gizmag.com/pioneer-infotainment-systems-apple-carplay-video-review/34280/
http://www.p3-group.com/en/p3-north-america-inc-6811.html
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Tier-1 hardware makers and auto OEMs will try to differentiate infotainment systems through high-level software, user 

interfaces and innovative features. The approach will be similar to the mobile device industry in which many smartphone 

OEMs use Google’s free Android platform but still are able to create a unique brand. Platforms such as Ford’s Sync 3 

support innovation by allowing app developers to introduce features that, if successful, will become adopted more widely 

by car makers. Recent acquisitions among tier 1s, such as Continental purchasing Elektrobit, point to hardware makers 

wanting to have full solutions to provide to OEMs. Mr. Forgacs reported a considerable amount of redundant work in the 

industry as players gamble on a lot of different concepts to make sure they do not get left behind. 

Hardware 

 “The platform and the operating system on the head unit are the focus of the main changes in the infotainment 

realm. Is it homegrown by the tier 1s, developed by the OEMs, or is it Google or Apple, or even based on Linux open 

source? Which one will dominate the market?” 

 “We see that OEMs and tier 1s are starting to veer towards a common platform approach. They have a lower-level 

operating system—one of the three or four out there—that’s the same for just about every vehicle. That way, they can 

get all the base features and not have to redevelop them. It saves on cost and allows them to put the savings into 

HMI, graphics or feature advancement.” 

 “For the traditional hardware companies and the tier 1s, this means they’re going to be asked less to develop 

custom infotainment software from the ground up. Instead, they’re going to be doing more new, innovative features 

with the software and doing the user interface or the HMI content to make it the automaker’s brand.” 

 “The hardware is the same, but the high-level software of the HMI is changed. It’s an approach similar to the Android 

phone where the Android operating system is free, given away by Google, but each of the telephone manufacturers 

makes their own hardware to apply that software and an HMI skin. The lower-level features, however, have the same 

programming.” 

 “[The mobile] industry approach is getting more into automotive.” 

 “At P3, we’re working on a project where we took an OEM’s car, ripped out the basic radio system and put in a brand 

new GENIVI open-source system with full LCD touchscreens, all the features, smartphone integration, web content.  

… The hardware was all off the shelf. It took us six months with a small team to modify the HMI and add some new 

features.” 

 “I don’t think there’ll be just one winner at the end of these changes. The traditional automotive tier 1s are going to 

focus on hardware, and they’ll get very good at that—with processing speed and cost. They will do a good job 

because they don’t have to focus on the base software also. The software companies—Google, Apple, GENIVI, open 

source, QNX—will focus solely on software that goes onto the tier 1s’ 

hardware.” 

 “I don’t think there will be any real losers. With Microsoft, it looks like they 

don’t want to be involved in automobile anymore.” 

 “In the past, the OEMs used to hire tier 1s who did the hardware and the 

software. Now it’s going to be the tier 1s doing the hardware and a software 

company putting the software on that has customer HMI and new features. 

This will give the OEM the branding look and feel to the system they want.” 

 “The most notable recent [acquisition] is Continental and Elektrobit, a 

hardware supplier trying to bring in some software expertise. They’re 

bringing together more full solutions. They have a second tool kit in case the 

OEM wants a one-stop shop of hardware and software.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “With Google, features such as Bluetooth and media are just about free. 

This will reduce cost in development for the base features. That could hurt 

QNX and some of the tier-1 software suppliers [that are proprietary]. But the 

OEMs will have a chance to save that money or spend it on developing new 

features, which will be done at the tier 1s. This will bring the industry 

forward. It will mean adding more connectivity and new features that we 

haven’t even thought of yet. The innovations they’ll spend it on will help 

propel the vehicle brand.” 

 “The [infotainment] dollars probably will not go away. They will go into 

developing innovative features rather than base features.” 

In the past, the OEMs used to 

hire tier 1s who did the 

hardware and the software. 

Now it’s going to be the tier 1s 

doing the hardware and a 

software company putting the 

software on that has customer 

HMI and new features. This will 

give the OEM the branding look 

and feel to the system they 

want. They are betting on a lot 

of horses right now so that 

when one of them takes off, 

they won’t be left behind. 

There’s a lot of redundant work 

being done. That’s the industry. 

James Forgacs, principal, engineering 

solutions of P3 North America Inc. 

http://www.p3-group.com/en/p3-north-america-inc-6811.html
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 “More OEMs are signing on to the GENIVI open-source consortium.” 

 “With Ford’s system, app developers can develop new features for it. That type of approach supports and fuels 

innovation in features. During the introduction of these features, they get more known and prove themselves if 

they’re good to have. If the features are good, the tier 1s and the OEMs will pick them up and start putting them into 

vehicles as features.” 

Other 

 “The majority of cars already have some sort of infotainment and telematics. Over the next couple of years there will 

be a push where just about every car, no matter the price range, will have some type of infotainment system. The 

[selling] factors will be the features.” 

 “In general, the industry is now in a transition point, with Apple and Google starting to look at the market and 

developing their own solutions. Open-source groups are also developing their own solutions. A lot of people are 

looking at what they can do. They are betting on a lot of horses right now so that when one of them takes off, they 

won’t be left behind. There’s a lot of redundant work being done. That’s the industry. You don’t want to bet on a 

losing horse and realize it the last second.” 

 

 

3) Rick Kreifeldt, strategic consultant and former tier-1 executive; repeat source 

Changes in auto infotainment are expanding opportunities for hardware suppliers as well as OEMs and consumers. Low-

end vehicles are increasingly supplied with large LCD displays and connections for CarPlay and Android Auto. Also, low-

end chips for infotainment units for entry-level automobiles will become available during the next few years and enable 

access to more features. Tier 1s are taking big steps through acquisitions to expand their roles from hardware to 

software and electronics. This also is key in integrating a whole solution. Premium solution providers such as Harman will 

be the winners while companies that specialize in low-end radios will lose out because they lack software capabilities. 

Hardware 

 “[The changes in infotainment] are expanding the opportunity [for tier 1s]. 

Previously, at the low end of the market we had AM/FM car radios. Now the 

large volume vehicle makers are shifting to putting in large LCD displays and 

connections for CarPlay and Android Auto. It’s not just about commodity 

radios that are pieces of hardware but also about adding connectivity.” 

 “There is a major consolidation within the Tier 1 space, driven by the ever-

increasing demands of more software. Harman purchased Red Bend and 

Symphony Teleca, which have very large software resources. Continental 

just purchased Elektrobit, which is focused much more on software delivery 

than on hardware development. Visteon acquired Johnson Controls’ 

automotive electronics business. Any of these would be big moves alone, 

but that all three happening in the last year is a sign of a major shakeup in 

tier 1s.” 

 “The role of the tier 1s is to deliver a complete solution. They’re key for 

developing and integrating all the hardware and software components. 

Integrating smartphone connectivity just becomes another integration 

feature. It’s not supplanting the role of the tier 1s to develop a whole system 

solution.” 

 “Tier 1s like Harman have been on the forefront of partnering with Apple 

and bringing in things like iPod and iPhone connectivity. [Tier 1s] are 

considered a key partner for enabling the changes.” 

 “In general, the companies that benefit are the ones that make the more 

premium solutions. The losers are the ones that make commodities.” 

 “Some tier 1 companies make more premium solutions, like Harman. 

They’re going to win because their technologies are moving down market 

very rapidly.” 

The role of the tier 1s is to 

deliver a complete solution. 

They’re key for developing and 

integrating all the hardware 

and software components. 

Integrating smartphone 

connectivity just becomes 

another integration feature. It’s 

not supplanting the role of the 

tier 1s to develop a whole 

system solution. Google is more 

disruptive because they’re still 

trying to figure out their 

strategy. The threat from 

Google is they will disrupt 

infotainment as they disrupted 

the handset market, by giving 

away an operating system and 

figuring out how to make 

money on it later. It would be a 

disruption of the value chain. 

Rick Kreifeldt, strategic consultant and 

former tier-1 executive 

https://www.linkedin.com/pub/rick-kreifeldt/5/663/208
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/rick-kreifeldt/5/663/208
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 “The companies that specialize in low-end radios, even if they can do it very cost-effectively, don’t have the software 

capability, and they will be the losers. Even bringing in CarPlay is not free. It needs sophisticated software.” 

 “The overall value in the head unit is increasingly shifting not just to the hardware component but to the software 

behind it.” 

 “Garmin is making some good moves and working on staying relevant. They bring software and connectivity 

experience from many areas. I wouldn’t discount them.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “There are more dollars going into the software component of head units in general as well as into the overall 

integration task [the software delivery], which creates a seamless user experience.” 

 “For mass-market vehicles, display units have gotten cheap, and in the next couple of years SoCs will show up that 

will enable OEMs to have these kinds of head units very cost-effectively. This will bring down the system cost of the 

head unit. Penetration of low-end units will be able to happen cost effectively for automakers.” 

 “In the last two months, I’ve seen new roadmaps from silicon makers with very low-end chips for SoCs for all-in one 

infotainment units for low-end radios and a nice LCD display. Those will be coming out in the next couple of years.” 

 “Margins are very tight because the OEMs need to bring the technology to a certain price point for the consumer. 

Having that better aligned with where the technology is meant to be, it will be better for everyone. It will sell more 

volume and they’ll be able to work their margins better.” 

 “There have been many announcements regarding automotive-grade Linux, but I haven’t seen many shipments. I 

don’t think much has changed for QNX.” 

Other 

 “The trend is clear towards more embedded infotainment as well as more onboard modems for true connectivity.” 

 “The OEMs are getting more [cost] efficiencies in other areas of the vehicle to try to bring more content into 

electronics. This is already happening in general—for example, with back-up cameras and parking distance detectors 

getting into low-end vehicles. Overall electronic content is going up.” 

 “For now, Apple is partnering with tier 1s in bringing solutions to vehicles. They have a clear strategy of trying to 

enable a seamless Apple experience in the vehicle. They’re not trying to push in and take over as a tier 1. Their 

strategy is to sell more devices, so they’re not a threat but partners.” 

 “Google is more disruptive because they’re still trying to figure out their strategy. The threat from Google is they will 

disrupt infotainment as they disrupted the handset market, by giving away an operating system and figuring out how 

to make money on it later. It would be a disruption of the value chain.” 

 “In order to stay relevant, tier 1s and OEMs need to have full and regular updating of the vehicle, especially the 

maps. People with onboard navigation are dissatisfied about out-of-date and expensive-to-update maps. Overall, tier 

1s and OEMs also need to work together to make their systems simpler to use and more context aware.” 

 “There’s an opportunity for OEMs and tier 1s to use the car context to enhance and personalize the experience, for 

everything from driving style to safety features. The phone makers don’t have access to that data and can’t do that.” 

 “The tier 1s are being forced to step up their game.” 

 

 

4) Alan Ewing, president and executive director of the Car Connectivity Consortium 

Tier-1 infotainment manufacturers are seeking ways to meet consumer expectations by providing a head unit that can be 

updated and have a fresher look. Mr. Ewing cited several nomadic approaches of bringing smartphones into vehicles and 

safely connecting them to infotainment systems. Among them is MirrorLink, which is based on an industry standard 

protocol. Using such a standard allows OEMs and tier 1s to further explore more technological opportunities for the dash. 

Hardware 

 “Changes in the auto infotainment landscape are having a wide range of impacts. Any time technologies evolve and 

there are opportunities to make things more interesting for end users, it’s positive from a technological point of 

view.” 

 “We are at a stage today that is similar to the early days of Bluetooth, when people were trying to figure out what to 

do with it and one of the use cases was automotive. As it evolved, it opened up interesting innovations in the 

automotive world and created opportunities to do things people didn’t think about before. What MirrorLink and the 

nomadic approach are doing is similar in mindset and will create more ways for the tier 1s, including in software, to 

do interesting things.” 

http://carconnectivity.org/
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 “Tier 1s have to try to stay fresh and relevant. The nomadic approach is one of the ways they have to stay relevant.” 

 “Consumers often perceive the infotainment experience as stale or dated, even when the vehicle is purchased new. 

Car makers keenly want to combat that perception, and they’ve been looking for ways to address that.” 

 “One way has been in the ‘bring your own’ nomadic approach. Taking advantage of the smartphone’s ability to run 

applications and interface the smartphone with the vehicle in a relatively seamless way is a use case that makes a 

lot of sense.” 

 “The engineering problems are relatively simple and solvable. The cases we’ve had to address are those of driver 

distraction. It’s easy to replicate a screen from the phone to the dash, but it’s difficult to know what applications and 

context should be allowed to be used while driving.” 

 “For head unit manufacturers, looking to implement technology that enables 

that nomadic approach, they can leverage off the very rapid development 

and update cycles that phones have and that consumers have come to 

expect. They can bring that expectation to the dash.” 

 “Tier 1s have to make sure the technology they enable works in a way to 

bring that seamless experience to the dash. There are multiple ways to do 

that: the Apple ecosystem, MirrorLink—which is meant to be an open 

industry standard—and other proprietary plays that do similar things with 

their own limitations and advantages.” 

 “Head units have become more sophisticated, especially the touch ones. 

The processing power available there is also able to do other things. By 

gaining a more consumer electronics mentality, they address the user’s 

desire for a fresh look.” 

 “There are many different avenues to doing that. One is by enabling the 

connectivity with the smartphone, such as with MirrorLink. This can also be 

done through services embedded in the head unit. But that introduces other 

problems. You need connectivity to keep the head unit updated, whether 

through a memory card that can be updated manually or yet another 

subscription service.” 

 “With the nomadic approach, since we already pay for a subscription for our 

phone, the apps are always updated.” 

 “One could imagine, if one were just to create in the vehicle just a MirrorLink head unit, all it would need to be is a 

display and some type of user interaction interface—touch or steering wheel controls. In practice, however, the 

vehicle controls are not limited to that, and users’ expectations are also not limited to that. They want other 

experiences and the automakers too want to provide other experiences.” 

 “MirrorLink is just one silo in that pantheon of solutions and experiences being offered to the driver. Instead of the 

OEM and the tier 1 having to worry about the constant user frustration of updating things, that is dealt with instead 

via the phone.” 

 “There are users who have embedded applications, and there are OEMs who want to do things other ways.” 

Software and Platforms 

 “MirrorLink as a technology is an industry standard approach. It’s owned by the industry—OEMs, tier-1 suppliers and 

handset vendors. It’s a data protocol that exchanges information between the head unit and the phone that 

essentially allows replication from the screen of the phone on the head unit. The industry writes the rules for it. There 

is, however, an important limitation: Only applications that are approved for use while driving can be displayed.” 

 

 

 

5) SurveyMonkey Poll 
A growing number of consumers favor smartphone connections in the car over embedded infotainment systems, according to 

Blueshift’s SurveyMonkey poll of 220 U.S. car owners, including 39 respondents currently in the market for another car. 

Almost 40% said they prefer a system that allows them to access their smartphone through the car, while 30% prefer an 

integrated infotainment system. This represents a flip from our similar survey a year ago, when 32% preferred embedded 

systems compared with 23% who preferred a smartphone connection. Similarly, the number of respondents who reported 

using their smartphone connections more often than the car’s built-in system jumped from 13% last year to 27% this year. For 

Consumers often perceive the 

infotainment experience as 

stale or dated, even when the 

vehicle is purchased new. Car 

makers keenly want to combat 

that perception, and they’ve 

been looking for ways to 

address that. One way has 

been in the ‘bring your own’ 

nomadic approach. 

Alan Ewing, president and executive 

director of the Car Connectivity 

Consortium 

http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/071401NewSoftwareEraCouldCrimpAutoInfotainmentHardwareMakers.pdf
http://carconnectivity.org/
http://carconnectivity.org/
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respondents currently in the market for another car, the importance of an embedded infotainment system was relatively flat 

compared to the overall group, with “not at all important” remaining the most common response. Navigation, Bluetooth 

connectivity and voice-activated phone capabilities are the top three features for which respondents are willing to pay more 

when buying a car. The biggest complaint about infotainment systems was screen size, while an increasing number of 

respondents cited a confusing interface or difficulty in connecting their phones. 

 

 

Bluetooth connectivity, SiriusXM, navigation, and voice-activated phones are the most common features respondents 

currently have installed. SiriusXM, Bluetooth connectivity and navigation are the most used features. 

 Bluetooth (33.0%), SiriusXM (25.2%), navigation (22%), and voice-activated phones (21.1%) are the most common 

features respondents currently have installed in their cars. This represents an increase of 12.6 percentage points for 

Bluetooth, 1 percentage point for navigation and 9.5 percentage points for voice activation year to year. (Q2) 

o 55% do not have any of these features installed in their car, an 11.3 percentage-point decrease. (Q2) 

o Pandora mostly was installed in cars owned by respondents ages 18 to 29. (Q2, filtered by age) 

o 27% of respondents had SiriusXM installed in cars. Adoption of the radio service was lowest among those 

ages 18 to 29. (Q2, filtered by age) 

 SiriusXM (15.7%), Bluetooth (12.9%), and navigation (12%) are the top three features most frequently used by 

respondents. This represents a 2.3 percentage-point increase and a 13.6 percentage-point decrease year to year for 

Bluetooth and navigation. (Q3) 

o Navigation was used primarily by respondents ages 30 and 44 and 60 and older. (Q3, filtered by age) 

o Bluetooth was used mostly by respondents ages 45 and 59 and younger than 20. (Q3, filtered by age) 

o 18- to 29-year-olds were the primary users of Pandora. (Q3, filtered by age) 

o Respondents 60 and older were the primary users of SiriusXM, followed by the other older age groups. (Q3, 

filtered by age) 

o Younger respondents have fewer features installed in their vehicles than older respondents. (Q3, filtered by 

age) 

 

Hands-free calls and access to music are the most common reasons respondents connect their smartphones to their cars. 

 Hands-free calls (37.9%) and access to music (27.6%) are the most common reasons respondents connect their 

smartphones to their vehicles, followed by access to phone apps like navigation (18.2%). (Q4) 

o 34.6% have a car that is unable to connect to their phone. (Q4) 

o 22% have a phone that is incapable of connecting to their car. (Q4) 

o 18- to 29-year-olds were the primary age group to connect their phones to their car to access music. (Q4, 

filtered by age) 

o 45- to 59-year-olds were the primary age group to connect their phones to their car to access phone apps 

like navigation as well as hands-free calls. (Q4, filtered by age) 

 

Respondents preferred using a connection for their smartphones rather than an integrated auto infotainment system in cars, 

a shift from our July 2014 survey. Additionally, twice the number of respondents currently looking to purchase a vehicle would 

prefer a connection for their smartphone over an integrated auto infotainment system. 

 39.2% prefer using a connection in their car for their smartphone, a 15.9 percentage-point increase year to year. 

(Q5) 

o 29.7% prefer an integrated auto infotainment system, a 2 percentage-point decrease. (Q5) 

o Respondents under the age of 45 prefer a connection for their smartphones over an integrated auto 

infotainment system. (Q5, filtered by age) 

o 48.7% of respondents currently looking for a car would prefer to use a connection to their smartphone over 

an integrated auto infotainment system (20.5%). (Q5, filtered by Q9) 

o Most respondents over the age of 45 preferred neither an in-car connection for their smartphone nor an 

integrated auto infotainment system, but 45- to 59-year-olds who would like one or the other favored a 

connection to their smartphones over an integrated auto infotainment system. Those 60 and older were 

tied in their preference. (Q5, filtered by age) 

 

Respondents with both an integrated auto infotainment system and a connection for their smartphone use both equally, a 

significant shift from a year ago when use of embedded systems was more common. Specifically looking at respondents who 
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have an integrated infotainment system and can connect to their smartphone to the system revealed that 34.2% use both 

equally, a 12.5 percentage-point decrease year to year. 26.8% primarily use their smartphone while 26.8% use their 

integrated system more often, a 12.5 percentage-point increase and a 13.2 percentage point decrease, respectively. (Q6, 

filtered by Q5 and Q7) 

 

Respondents’ biggest complaints regarding auto infotainment systems included small screen size, confusing interfaces and 

difficult connection. Some features they would like to see in infotainment systems were Wi-Fi hotspots, better integration with 

Google Maps, the ability to download from iTunes, and having music apps like Pandora. 

 Respondents with auto infotainment systems primarily complained about small screen size (48.9%), confusing 

interfaces (28.9%), and difficult connection with the phone (24.4%). (Q7) 

 A Wi-Fi hotspot, better integration of Google Maps, downloading from iTunes, music library with apps like Pandora, 

stock trading, and an easier-to-use menu are all features that respondents would like in infotainment systems. (Q8) 

 

Only one in five respondents believed having an integrated infotainment system in their next car would be very or extremely 

important, a decline from last year. We found a similar response rate among those currently in the market for another vehicle. 

 20.3% said having an integrated auto infotainment system in their next car would be very or extremely important, a 2 

percentage-point decrease compared with last year. (Q10) 

o 45.4% said having an integrated auto infotainment system in their next car was not at all important, a 1.3 

percentage-point increase. (Q10) 

o 18- to 29-year-olds were the primary age group to believe having an integrated auto infotainment system 

was unimportant. (Q10, filtered by age) 

o Respondents age 60 or older were the most likely to believe having such a system would be very or 

extremely important. (Q10, filtered by age) 

o 20.5% of respondents currently in the market for a car said an integrated auto infotainment system was 

very or extremely important. (Q10, filtered by Q9) 

 

Navigation, Bluetooth connectivity and voice-activated phone capabilities are the top three features respondents would be 

willing to pay more for when buying a car, and have become more important year to year. Those currently shopping for a car 

also said they are willing to pay more for these features, as well as traffic info and SiriusXM. 

 Navigation (41.5%), Bluetooth (37.2%) and voice-activated phone (26.6%) are the top three features for which 

respondents would be willing to pay more when buying a car, a 5.6, 11.8, and 0.1 percentage-point increase, 

respectively, year to year. (Q11) 

o Younger respondents were more likely than older respondents to pay for Pandora. (Q11, filtered by age) 

o Respondents age 60 or older were the most likely to pay more for navigation and voice-activated phones. 

(Q11, filtered by age) 

o 45- to 59-year-olds were more likely than other age groups to pay for SiriusXM. (Q11, filtered by age) 

o 30- to 44-year-olds were more likely than other age groups to pay for traffic info, other online radio, and in-

car Wi-Fi hotspots. (Q11, filtered by age) 

o Respondents currently looking for a car were willing to pay more for navigation (48.7%), Bluetooth (43.6%), 

traffic info (30.8%), voice-activated phone (28.2%), and SiriusXM (25.6%). (Q11, filtered by Q9) 

 

Approximately 17% of respondents are very or extremely likely to be enticed to buy a particular car because of its integrated 

infotainment system, a decrease compared with last year. Roughly 23% of respondents currently in the market for a car are 

extremely or very likely to be enticed to buy a particular car because of its infotainment system. 

 16.9% are very or extremely likely to be enticed to buy a particular car for its infotainment system, a 6 percentage-

point decrease year to year. (Q12) 

o Respondents ages 30 to 44 (20.8%) and 18 to 29 (20.6%) were the most likely to be very or extremely 

enticed to buy a particular car for its infotainment system. (Q12, filtered by age) 

o 23.1% of respondents currently in the market for a car are extremely or very enticed to buy a particular car 

because of its infotainment system. (Q12, filtered by Q9) 

 

1. Do you own a car? 
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2. Which of these features do you currently have installed in your car? Select all that apply. 

 
 

3. Which of these features do you use the most? 
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4. Can you connect your smartphone for use in your vehicle? Select all that apply. 

 
 

5. Which would you prefer in your car? 
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6. Which do you use more for infotainment in your car? 

 
 

7. What are some issues or complaints you have with your integrated auto infotainment system? Select all that apply. 
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8. What is an integrated infotainment system feature you would like that is currently not available? (Respondents’ answers) 

 Wi-Fi hotspot 

 Better integration of Google Maps 

 Downloading from iTunes 

 Music library with apps like Pandora 

 Stock trading 

 An easier-to-use menu 

 

9. Are you currently looking to buy a car? 

 
 

10. How important is it that your next car comes with an integrated infotainment system? 
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11. Which of these features are you willing to pay more for when buying a car? Select all that apply. 

 

 
 

12. How likely is it that an integrated infotainment system would entice you to buy a particular car? 
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Secondary Sources 

The following six secondary sources compared Apple’s CarPlay to Google’s Android Auto and discussed Linux infotainment 

software and cybersecurity in cars. 

 

 

Apple CarPlay and Google Android Auto 
Apple CarPlay and Google Android Auto were compared in several categories and found to be evenly matched. Readers 

provided more criticism for CarPlay than Android Auto. Car makers that offer CarPlay, Android Auto or both also were 

discussed. 

 

June 16 CNET article 

Apple CarPlay and Google Android Auto were compared. The most noticeable difference was how apps, functions and 

information were organized. Google Maps was considered superior to Apple Maps. CarPlay’s voice texting was found to 

be easy to use, but Android’s allowed for several third-party messaging apps. Both systems feature access to multiple 

music apps, but neither includes Pandora. The two systems’ voice search apps were evenly matched. Overall, the author 

called it a draw. Several readers weighed in with their points of view. 

 “Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto have arrived on the scene and are now very comfortably nestled into the 

dashboard of CNET’s test car. I’ve been using the two dueling smartphone integration systems for a few months 

now—eight months, to be exact, for CarPlay and two with Android Auto—so I think it’s time that we address the 

question on the tip of everyone’s tongue. Which one is better?” 

 “The biggest difference between these two systems is the way organize their apps, functions and information, so 

let’s start here. The two interfaces largely echo the design philosophies of their host handsets’ respective OSes.” 

 “CarPlay, like the iPhone, has a flat organizational structure that presents its apps and functions as large icons on a 

scrollable home screen. Here, none of the functions is more than one level deep; there are no submenus, folders or 

lists. Getting almost anywhere in the CarPlay interface is a one- or two-tap affair. It’s hard to find fault with CarPlay’s 

organization because there’s not much there. In this case, simple is good.” 

 “Look at the bottom edge of Android Auto’s screen and you’ll see a handful of icons that provide quick shortcuts to 

the various functions. On one hand, this is nice because you don’t have to pass though the home screen to go from 

http://www.cnet.com/news/android-auto-vs-apple-carplay-head-to-head/
http://www.cnet.com/products/apple-carplay/
http://www.cnet.com/products/google-android-auto/
http://www.cnet.com/topics/car-tech/
http://www.cnet.com/android-update/
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choosing an audio source to looking at the map. But on the other, all of the audio apps are siloed under a 

headphone icon that, when tapped twice, displays a list of cards. This sort of makes sense, as you can’t really be 

listening to more than one audio app at a time.” 

 “Google Maps is the default navigation app for Android Auto. In the dashboard, the software looks even better than it 

does on the phone, filling the screen with well drawn maps and crisply rendered turn-by-turn directions. Along the 

way, Google Maps gives you verbal traffic updates, suggests alternate routes and can even let you know if a business 

will be closed before you get there.” 

 “On the CarPlay side of the divide, Apple Maps is your only choice that integrates well with CarPlay and Siri voice 

commands. While Apple Maps looks as good as Android’s and gets the job done, most of our editors and all of my 

iPhone-toting friends seemed to agree that Google Maps does it better. The advantage here goes to Android Auto.” 

 “CarPlay keeps things real simple when it comes to messaging. It supports only Apple’s own native messaging 

application. Text and iMessages come in as notifications and are read aloud at the touch of a button and can be 

replied to via Siri voice dictation. But if your friends prefer to use a different messaging app, such as WhatsApp or 

Skype, you’re out of luck until you park the car.” 

 “Android Auto, on the other hand, throws the doors open and features support for integrating third-party messaging 

apps. At the time of publication, about 11 services are supported including Google’s own Hangouts, WhatsApp, 

Skype, ICQ, Kik and more. For sheer breadth of apps, Google takes the advantage here hands down.” 

 “Incoming messages from these third-party apps are handled by Android Auto just like native SMS. Received 

messages are read aloud by the text-to-speech software and can be replied to via voice command. Simply tap the 

voice button, say ‘reply’ and then speak your message. I found the process to be very low-distraction, requiring next 

to no visual input or confirmation.” 

 “Both CarPlay and Android Auto come out of the box swinging with extensive lists of third-party audio streaming apps. 

It makes sense: Listening to audio content is one of the oldest and safest forms of in-car infotainment.” 

 “Obviously each system supports its respective native audio apps. For CarPlay that’s iTunes and Podcasts. For 

Android Auto, it’s Google Play Music. Both OSes support major players like Spotify, iHeart Radio, Stitcher and Umano, 

but neither counts Pandora among their supported apps, the developer likely sticking to its Pandora Link 

connectivity, which is supported by dozens of infotainment systems and car stereos.” 

 “Google Now’s voice search component is powerful software, but so is Apple’s Siri. Both allow the driver to initiate 

calls, send text messages and request turn-by-turn navigation simply by speaking. Both allow the driver to effortlessly 

schedule reminders, make calendar appointments and get the answer to inane questions like, ‘How old is the 

Golden Gate Bridge?’” 

 “The voice search systems are so evenly matched in my experience that I’m calling it a tie. Depending on your 

accent, the type of requests made and a variety of other factors, your mileage may vary. You can watch the Siri and 

Google Now virtual assistants go head to head and decide for yourself.” 

 “For those looking to buy a new car with either Android Auto or CarPlay, this is pretty much a draw. Almost every 

automaker that’s announced plans to support one of the systems has announced that it will be supporting both. 

There are a few exceptions: BMW, for example, and Ferrari are CarPlay exclusive. (Though, I’m sure that lack of 

support for Android Auto is pretty low on the average Ferrari buyer’s list of deal breakers.) If you’ll be looking at a 

Hyundai, Jaguar, Volkswagen or any of about a dozen other brands, keep the phone you’ve got.” 

 “Like most Apple products, CarPlay presents a simplified and well thought-out design that leaves very little room for 

confusion. With one hand, Apple gives its drivers the largest selection of third-party music and audio apps. With the 

other, it takes away all other choices with zero support for third-party messaging apps. Considering that messaging is 

historically more distracting than listening, I can sort of understand Apple’s stance here.” 

 “Android Auto on the other hand takes a different tack with nearly the same feature set. Rather than a barebones 

interface, it brings information to the driver with contextual Google Now cards that seemed to know where I was 

headed before I did. Google also gains the edge in number of apps supported, thanks to its ability to integrate third-

party messaging apps.” 

 Commenter “MnemonicPoet”: “I think the edge really goes to Apple if for no other reason than compatibility and 

reliability. As the article stated, Android 5.0 is the only version of Android that’s compatible and even that had issues. 

With less than 10% of Android phones running 5.0, and that version having issues—plug and pray—it would appear 

that Google has a lot of work ahead of them if they want to promote a solid and reliable experience. If syncing 

Android Auto is a pain or crashes on a consistent basis consumers won’t use it. I’d be curious if an Android user 

would consider switching to iOS if their car supported both interfaces and their friend hopped into their car and 

enabled CarPlay only to see it work flawlessly and competently. Google Maps is the premier mapping service in the 

../../../../../SellUrStuff.com/Desktop/Dropbox/Blueshift/secondaries/The%20voice%20search%20systems%20are%20so%20evenly%20matched%20in%20my%20experience%20that%20I'm%20calling%20it%20a%20tie.%20Depending%20on%20your%20accent,%20the%20type%20of%20requests%20made%20and%20a%20variety%20of%20other%20factors,%20your%20mileage%20may%20vary.%20You%20can%20watch%20the%20Siri%20and%20Google%20Now%20virtual%20assistants%20go%20head%20to%20head%20and%20decide%20for%20yourself.
../../../../../SellUrStuff.com/Desktop/Dropbox/Blueshift/secondaries/The%20voice%20search%20systems%20are%20so%20evenly%20matched%20in%20my%20experience%20that%20I'm%20calling%20it%20a%20tie.%20Depending%20on%20your%20accent,%20the%20type%20of%20requests%20made%20and%20a%20variety%20of%20other%20factors,%20your%20mileage%20may%20vary.%20You%20can%20watch%20the%20Siri%20and%20Google%20Now%20virtual%20assistants%20go%20head%20to%20head%20and%20decide%20for%20yourself.
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industry. No argument there. Apple Maps is getting better but since Apple’s efforts in mapping only spans a few years 

compared to Google’s 10+ years it’s easy to understand why they might edge out Apple. Conversely there’s a rather 

extensive forum thread where Android users are experiencing Android Auto crashing every 10 to 15 minutes. Even if 

the mapping service is better it doesn’t matter if the OS isn’t stable.” 

 Commenter “kreez”: “Here’s my problem. I have a 2015 GM Tahoe, and GM says they are going to support CarPlay, 

Apple says GM is going to support CarPlay, but nobody but nobody at a dealership, or an 800 number, knows a thing 

about which models, when and how. I bought this car because it was supposed to support CarPlay. Will it? When will 

it? And who knows the details?” 

 Commenter “Tic32003”: “My last two Android phones (Motorola Photon and HTC One) both have a built-in car app 

that has Google Maps Navigation, Speakerphone, Voice Command, Messaging, and everything else (and more) than 

the features described in the article. I’d love to upgrade my car stereo to one that has a built-in interface that 

matches my phone. Oddly enough, Apple CarPlay comes a lot closer to looking like my Android phone than the 

Android Auto interface. I have to say I like the built-in car app I already have in my phone better than what I’ve seen 

depicted on the stereos in this and other articles, and is one of the main reasons I’ve stayed with an Android phone.” 

 

May 27 Fortune article 

Apple CarPlay will be in 861,000 new cars while Google’s Android Auto will be in 643,000 new cars this year. The 

Hyundai Sonata became the first car to integrate Android Auto. Meanwhile, Chevrolet plans to offer both Apple CarPlay 

and Android Auto compatibility in 14 models. A reader complained about Apple forcing him to use its GPS app. 

 “This week, GM’s Chevrolet and Hyundai announced plans to add technologies that will deliver smartphone 

functionality to the dashboard of new cars. On Wednesday, Chevrolet said it would offer both Apple CarPlay and 

Android Auto compatibility in 14 models, including the 2016 Cruze compact car that will debut June 24. A day earlier, 

the 2015 Hyundai Sonata became the first car to include Google’s new in-car voice-enabled software Android Auto.” 

 “Both platforms have the same mission to integrate the smartphone with the vehicle’s dashboard. Android Auto 

connects to Android smartphones, while CarPlay works with the iPhone. And they work about the same way. Once 

users plug their smartphone into the car’s USB port, the phone’s maps and navigation, music and selected apps are 

integrated onto the central screen. Both have similar features with a few notable differences—CarPlay users can only 

use Apple maps.” 

 “Applications in both platforms can be controlled by voice, steering wheel controls, and touchscreen and they’ll also 

offer third-party audio apps, including iHeartRadio and Spotify. Google  and Apple have even partnered with many of 

the same automakers, including Audi, GM, Kia and Ford.” 

 “Apple and Google’s battle over the connected car has been building up for a couple of years now. Apple introduced 

iOS in the Car—the in-car standard that would eventually be renamed CarPlay—during the Apple Worldwide 

Developers Conference in 2013.” 

 “In January 2014, Google along with partners Audi, GM, Honda, Hyundai and Nvidia, formed the Open Automotive 

Alliance, a coalition aimed at bringing the Android platform to the car. Several months later, Google unveiled Android 

Auto at its annual I/O developer conference.” 

 “The fight to become the dominant in-car platform presents a challenge for Google and Apple. Both companies want 

to further entrench themselves in consumers’ lives, possibly through exclusive partnerships with automakers. But it’s 

in the best interest of automakers to offer both platforms to its customers.” 

 “With the exception of a few automakers such as Tesla Motors the digital console of the car where drivers control 

A/C, music, and navigation can have a decidedly old-school feel when compared to the functionality and look of a 

smartphone. The touchscreen in many cars can be finicky and hard to use, forcing many drivers to use their 

smartphone for navigation or music.” 

 “CarPlay and Android Auto allow drivers to bypass the dashboards found in most cars—a capability that will become 

increasingly important as car-sharing grows. Drivers can instantly access their own music and navigational settings in 

a strange car by connecting to the Android Auto or CarPlay platforms.” 

 “The platforms can also help keep drivers eyes on the road—or at least out of their laps. Some 660,000 drivers, at 

any given daylight moment across America, are using cell phones or manipulating electronic devices while driving, 

according to the latest figures from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.” 

 “At least initially, the connected car field will be dominated by MirrorLink, appearing in 1.1 million cars this year, 

according to an IHS Automotive report released last month. Apple CarPlay will be in 861,000 new cars and Google’s 

http://fortune.com/2015/05/27/google-apple-connected-cars/
https://www.android.com/intl/en_us/auto/
http://fortune.com/company/goog/
http://fortune.com/2014/06/25/google-android-auto/
http://fortune.com/2015/05/27/ford-godrive-zipcar/
http://press.ihs.com/press-release/automotive/ihs-automotive-identifies-consumer-trends-apps-and-technology-new-vehicles-
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Android Auto will be in 643,000 new cars this year. Apple and Google will quickly surpass MirrorLink, appearing in 37 

million and 31 million cars by 2020, respectively.” 

 Commenter “S0fr33”: “As an iPhone user I’m forced to use their piece of crap GPS? I’ve already switched from iPad 

to Surface and this may push me to switch to Android especially with how many times I rent a car for business.” 

 Commenter “literacyisgood”: “If you like to make your own decisions for yourself, then apple is not for you. They 

regulate, restrict, and control us at every turn. If you want to be able to choose the highest quality of what’s available, 

then apple is not for you. Apple just doesn’t work well enough with others, and there isn’t enough diversity in apple’s 

world.” 

 

Linux Infotainment Software Developments 
Automotive Grade Linux (AGL) has completed its first phase of development and was the first infotainment software spec to 

allow all parties in the infotainment system development process to collaborate. A GENIVI executive discussed infotainment 

operating system trends today, what he expects in the future, and where GENIVI fits in. 

 

June 3 LinuxInsider.com article 

AGL will be the auto industry’s first open in-vehicle infotainment software specification and will allow OEMs, automotive 

suppliers and open-source developers to collaborate on refining the spec. Apple and Google would prefer that the 

underlying platforms be their own. Many doubt AGL will take off until it is a complete solution. 

 “‘Automakers are not terribly happy with the idea of a single vendor’s proprietary platform dominating what many 

believe will be a huge commercial opportunity,’ said tech analyst Charles King. ‘Automotive Grade Linux offers them 

a workable, flexible alternative. That is great for the industry as a whole, and should also inspire healthy competition 

that will result in benefits for consumers.’” 

 “Automotive Grade Linux (AGL) on Monday announced the industry’s first open in-vehicle infotainment, or IVI, 

software specification requirements.” 

 “The release of AGL Requirements Specification 1.0 is a major milestone. It moves the auto industry toward adoption 

of a de facto platform that uses open source development methodologies to create a safe and reliable connected-car 

experience. It allows OEMs and suppliers to identify gaps between the specification and code, and to provide input 

directly to the developer community for resolution in future AGL releases.” 

 “For the first time, automakers, automotive suppliers, and open source developers can collaborate on refining the 

spec—the first draft of a common, Linux-based software stack for the connected car. Open collaboration within the 

AGL community means support for multi-architectures and features to bolster the IVI experience.” 

 “‘The release of the AGL Requirements Specification 1.0 is more than just a technical document,’ said Dan Cauchy, 

general manager of automotive for The Linux Foundation. ‘This will allow the industry to leverage and interact directly 

with thousands of open source developers, by providing requirements directly to the developer community,’ he told 

LinuxInsider.” 

 “The software specification defines a highly integrated Linux-based reference platform. It sets support standards for 

multiple services such as WiFi, Bluetooth, multimedia, location-based services, window system, application lifecycle 

management, power management and several others.” 

 “It defines support for both native and HTML5 applications, including standards for connectivity to the vehicle bus 

(CAN, MOST) with APIs for application and middleware. The specification is open and be can be accessed by anyone. 

Plus, development is done in the open, noted Cauchy.” 

 “At one level the AGL Infotainment software specifications may not seem like big news. However, some very large, 

well-heeled vendors, including Apple and Google, really would prefer that the underlying infotainment platform in 

cars and trucks be their own, noted Charles King, Principal Analyst at Pund-IT.” 

 “‘Automakers are not terribly happy with the idea of a single vendor’s proprietary platform dominating what many 

believe will be a huge commercial opportunity. The availability of Automotive Grade Linux offers them a workable, 

flexible alternative. That is great for the industry as a whole, and should also inspire healthy competition that will 

result in benefits for consumers,’ he told LinuxInsider.” 

 “Automotive Grade Linux is far from a package ready to pack into the family auto. Specification 1.0 sets the software 

framework for the working hardware that device makers will develop. Meanwhile, AGL faces competition from 

alternative in-car systems, such as Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto.” 

http://www.linuxinsider.com/story/82132.html
https://www.automotivelinux.org/
http://www.linuxfoundation.org/
http://www.pund-it.com/
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 “However, those platforms are projection technologies that are essentially protocols, argued Cauchy. Those systems 

still need a complete operating system to run in the head unit of the car, unlike Linux. ‘In fact, it is required in order 

to communicate with CarPlay or Android Auto,’ Cauchy said.” 

 “AGL differs from other developing in-car platforms in that both the specifications and the code are open source. 

That allows anyone to participate in its development. Also, AGL is focusing on a complete reference platform rather 

than just components, Cauchy noted. It includes the Linux kernel, board support package, middleware, application 

framework, and support for demo apps—both native-Linux apps and HTML5 apps. 

 “The automotive market is an inbred industry, which poses ‘a significant problem for adopting any technology,’ said 

Rob Enderle, principal analyst at the Enderle Group.” 

 “Those that have been successful, like Nvidia and Qualcomm, have developed nearly complete solutions. That 

approach allows automakers that are behind—or that need to rapidly drop their costs to address a new feature or 

capability—to address the related exposure, he told LinuxInsider.” 

 “Even with Microsoft, Ford did not buy embedded Windows. It bought a near-complete solution, which it recently 

replaced with another nearly complete solution from the QNX unit of BlackBerry, Enderle added.” 

 “‘So, while I think this move makes Linux more interesting, until it is built into a near complete solution by someone 

and then offered to the car makers, I doubt it will have much impact on their adoption of Linux,’ he said. ‘More likely 

is that elements of this will flow into Android, which Google will then properly package into a better solution than they 

currently have.’” 

 “AGL can be a one-size-fits-all solution. In addition to AGL, there has been some automotive software developed in 

other projects, such as Tizen IVI and GENIVI.” 

 “Security issues are being handled in the specification standards. The open source approach is more secure, as it 

exposes the platform to more eyes for review, and it leverages multiple companies testing the same platform, 

thereby exposing security issues more quickly, he added.” 

 

April article from the Automotive Engineer magazine 

GENIVI wants its Linux-based open-source platform to be adopted by more OEMs and tier 1s. A GENIVI executive 

discussed the alliance and Linux-based software in vehicles today and the future. GENIVI has witnessed a shift away from 

infotainment system proprietary software. 

 “Genivi takes all of the code and puts it out completely open-source so you don’t even have to be an alliance 

member to access the code base. And now there is a shift in OEM sourcing cycles. Quite a few of them are getting 

involved in the selection of the silicon, the operating system and specific components. Those that really want to be 

involved in the software development of their infotainment systems have gone to Linux because it is completely open 

and they can pick and choose what they want.” 

 “The final code is open to the public but the development of that code is still behind the Genivi firewall. I think what 

you’re going to see next year is the majority of development done in an open manner. You’re going to see a lot of 

cooperation between automotive-grade Linux and Genivi, and I think you’ll see an even tighter relationship.” 

 “Automotive Grade Linux (AGL) is different to Genivi. Genivi concentrates on the middleware while automotive Linux 

goes further than the middleware, all the way up to the HMI. We’ve decided to work closely with them on a series of 

projects.” 

 “I’ve seen a shift [from proprietary software.] Firms really want access to the full stack, so tend to be moving in the 

direction of a Linux.” 

 “A lot could change with regards to whether other big consumer electronics firms try to get into the embedded OS 

space, which hasn’t officially happened yet. Even Google has only come up with Android Auto, which is a projection 

mode of the handset into the vehicle.” 

 “Again today is a big draw for Linux because it’s completely within [OEM’s] control.” 

 

Cybersecurity in Cars 
Automakers formed an information sharing center to help combat cyberthreats to vehicles. A pair of researchers hacked into 

a Jeep while a man was driving and stalled the vehicle after taking control of several other functions. The researchers were 

working closely with automakers and the government to help change policy around such threats in vehicles. 

 

July 15 Auto Connected Car News article 

http://www.enderlegroup.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QNX
http://www.genivi.org/sites/default/files/in-the-news/Automotive%20Engineer%20-%20April%202015%20-%20Genivi.pdf
http://www.autoconnectedcar.com/2015/07/automakers-make-central-hub-for-cyber-security-auto-isac
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Automakers announced added layers of cyber protection for in-vehicle networks. Automakers developed the Information 

Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC) to serve as a central hub for cyberthreat intelligence and analysis. ISAC will open in 

late 2015. 

 “At the 2015 SAE Battelle CyberAuto Challenge automakers announced an added layer of cyber protections by 

launching an Auto ISAC that will serve as a central hub for intelligence and analysis, providing timely sharing of cyber 

threat information and potential vulnerabilities in motor vehicle electronics or associated in–vehicle networks.” 

 “The Alliance and Global Automakers announced that they began work to enhance the industry’s cybersecurity 

posture by working collaboratively to develop a voluntary Information Sharing and Analysis Center—or ISAC. The 

specifications for the ISAC needed for the auto sector are completed.” 

 “There will be an added layer of cyber protections with Auto ISAC that will serve as a central hub for intelligence and 

analysis, providing timely sharing of cyber threat information and potential vulnerabilities in motor vehicle electronics 

or associated in–vehicle networks. The Auto ISAC is expected begin operations late this year.” 

 “At first, automakers from around the world will receive the threat information distributed by the Auto ISAC. The Auto 

ISAC will eventually expand to include auto suppliers and, over time, could also include strategic partners, such as 

telecommunications providers and technology companies.” 

 “The Auto ISAC will allow automakers to more effectively counter cyber threats in real time and further enhance the 

industry’s on–going efforts to safeguard vehicle electronic systems and networks.” 

 “Following a competitive bidding process during which multiple bids were received, Booz Allen Hamilton was selected 

to work with Members from the Alliance and Global Automakers to identify the structure, scope, governance, 

operating procedures and policies for the Auto ISAC.” 

 “Booz Allen Hamilton is a leading technology consulting and engineering firm with deep roots in cyber and national 

security.” 

 “Robust security best practices are necessary to maintain secure crash avoidance and driver safety systems from 

inadvertent or malicious tampering. It is an important way to help ensure that each system will respond properly 

when needed.” 

 

July 21 Wired.com article 

Researchers remotely stalled a Jeep on the highway by hacking into its infotainment system. In addition, they took control 

of the A/C, radio, windshield wipers, gas pedal and transmission. The experiment was part of a project to prove to 

government officials and automakers the consequences of hacked vehicles. Fiat Chrysler vehicles were found to be the 

most vulnerable. Senators Ed Markey and Richard Blumenthal collaborated with the hackers and introduced an 

automotive security bill. 

 “Though I hadn’t touched the dashboard, the vents in the Jeep Cherokee started blasting cold air at the maximum 

setting, chilling the sweat on my back through the in-seat climate control system. Next the radio switched to the hip 

hop station and began blaring Skee-lo at full volume. I spun the control knob left and hit the power button, to no 

avail. Then the windshield wipers turned on, and wiper fluid blurred the glass.” 

 “As I tried to cope with all this, a picture of the two hackers performing these stunts appeared on the car’s digital 

display: Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek, wearing their trademark track suits. A nice touch, I thought.” 

 “The Jeep’s strange behavior wasn’t entirely unexpected. I’d come to St. Louis to be Miller and Valasek’s digital 

crash-test dummy, a willing subject on whom they could test the car-hacking research they’d been doing over the 

past year. The result of their work was a hacking technique—what the security industry calls a zero-day exploit—that 

can target Jeep Cherokees and give the attacker wireless control, via the Internet, to any of thousands of vehicles. 

Their code is an automaker’s nightmare: software that lets hackers send commands through the Jeep’s 

entertainment system to its dashboard functions, steering, brakes, and transmission, all from a laptop that may be 

across the country.” 

http://www.wired.com/2015/07/hackers-remotely-kill-jeep-highway/?mbid=social_fb
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Charlie Miller (left) and Chris Valasek hacking into a Jeep Cherokee from Miller’s basement as 

I drove the SUV on a highway ten miles away. WHITNEY CURTIS FOR WIRED 

 

 “As the two hackers remotely toyed with the air-conditioning, radio, and windshield wipers, I mentally congratulated 

myself on my courage under pressure. That’s when they cut the transmission.” 

 “Immediately my accelerator stopped working. As I frantically pressed the pedal and watched the RPMs climb, the 

Jeep lost half its speed, then slowed to a crawl. This occurred just as I reached a long overpass, with no shoulder to 

offer an escape. The experiment had ceased to be fun.” 

 “Miller and Valasek plan to publish a portion of their exploit on the Internet, timed to a talk they’re giving at the Black 

Hat security conference in Las Vegas next month. It’s the latest in a series of revelations from the two hackers that 

have spooked the automotive industry and even helped to inspire legislation; WIRED has learned that senators Ed 

Markey and Richard Blumenthal plan to introduce an automotive security bill today to set new digital security 

standards for cars and trucks, first sparked when Markey took note of Miller and Valasek’s work in 2013.” 

 “As an auto-hacking antidote, the bill couldn’t be timelier. The attack tools Miller and Valasek developed can 

remotely trigger more than the dashboard and transmission tricks they used against me on the highway. They 

demonstrated as much on the same day as my traumatic experience on I-64; after narrowly averting death by semi, I 

managed to roll the lame Jeep down an exit ramp, re-engaged the transmission by turning the ignition off and on, 

and found an empty lot where I could safely continue the experiment.” 

 “All of this is possible only because Chrysler, like practically all carmakers, is doing its best to turn the modern 

automobile into a smartphone. Uconnect, an Internet-connected computer feature in hundreds of thousands of Fiat 

Chrysler cars, SUVs, and trucks, controls the vehicle’s entertainment and navigation, enables phone calls, and even 

offers a Wi-Fi hot spot. And thanks to one vulnerable element, which Miller and Valasek won’t identify until their 

Black Hat talk, Uconnect’s cellular connection also lets anyone who knows the car’s IP address gain access from 

anywhere in the country.” 

 “From that entry point, Miller and Valasek’s attack pivots to an adjacent chip in the car’s head unit—the hardware for 

its entertainment system—silently rewriting the chip’s firmware to plant their code. That rewritten firmware is capable 

of sending commands through the car’s internal computer network, known as a CAN bus, to its physical components 

like the engine and wheels. Miller and Valasek say the attack on the entertainment system seems to work on any 

Chrysler vehicle with Uconnect from late 2013, all of 2014, and early 2015. They’ve only tested their full set of 

physical hacks, including ones targeting transmission and braking systems, on a Jeep Cherokee, though they believe 

that most of their attacks could be tweaked to work on any Chrysler vehicle with the vulnerable Uconnect head unit. 

They have yet to try remotely hacking into other makes and models of cars.” 

 “Miller and Valasek have been sharing their research with Chrysler for nearly nine months, enabling the company to 

quietly release a patch ahead of the Black Hat conference. On July 16, owners of vehicles with the Uconnect feature 

http://www.wired.com/2015/07/senate-bill-seeks-standards-cars-defenses-hackers/
http://www.wired.com/2015/07/senate-bill-seeks-standards-cars-defenses-hackers/
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were notified of the patch in a post on Chrysler’s website that didn’t offer any details or acknowledge Miller and 

Valasek’s research. ‘[Fiat Chrysler] has a program in place to continuously test vehicles systems to identify 

vulnerabilities and develop solutions,’ reads a statement Chrysler sent to WIRED. ‘FCA is committed to providing 

customers with the latest software updates to secure vehicles against any potential vulnerability.’ Unfortunately, 

Chrysler’s patch must be manually implemented via a USB stick or at a dealership. That means many if not most of 

the vulnerable Jeeps will likely stay vulnerable. 

 “Chrysler stated in a response to questions from WIRED that it ‘appreciates’ Miller and Valasek’s work. But the 

company also seemed leery of their decision to publish part of their exploit.” 

 “In fact, Miller and Valasek aren’t the first to hack a car over the Internet. In 2011 a team of researchers from the 

University of Washington and the University of California at San Diego showed that they could wirelessly disable the 

locks and brakes on a sedan. But those academics took a more discreet approach, keeping the identity of the 

hacked car secret and sharing the details of the exploit only with carmakers.” 

 “Miller and Valasek represent the second act in a good-cop/bad-cop routine. Carmakers who failed to heed polite 

warnings in 2011 now face the possibility of a public dump of their vehicles’ security flaws. The result could be 

product recalls or even civil suits, says UCSD computer science professor Stefan Savage, who worked on the 2011 

study. Earlier this month, in fact, Range Rover issued a recall to fix a software security flaw that could be used to 

unlock vehicles’ doors. ‘Imagine going up against a class-action lawyer after Anonymous decides it would be fun to 

brick all the Jeep Cherokees in California,’ Savage says.” 

 “For the auto industry and its watchdogs, in other words, Miller and Valasek’s release may be the last warning before 

they see a full-blown zero-day attack. ‘The regulators and the industry can no longer count on the idea that exploit 

code won’t be in the wild,’ Savage says. ‘They’ve been thinking it wasn’t an imminent danger you needed to deal 

with. That implicit assumption is now dead.’” 

 “Based on [a study of vehicles’ technical manuals] they rated Jeep Cherokee the most hackable model. Cadillac’s 

Escalade and Infiniti’s Q50 didn’t fare much better; Miller and Valasek ranked them second- and third-most 

vulnerable. When WIRED told Infiniti that at least one of Miller and Valasek’s warnings had been borne out, the 

company responded in a statement that its engineers ‘look forward to the findings of this study’ and will ‘continue to 

integrate security features into our vehicles to protect against cyberattacks.’” 

 “Miller has scanned Sprint’s network multiple times for vulnerable vehicles and recorded their vehicle identification 

numbers. Plugging that data into an algorithm sometimes used for tagging and tracking wild animals to estimate 

their population size, he estimated that there are as many as 471,000 vehicles with vulnerable Uconnect systems on 

the road.” 

 “Later today, senators Markey and Blumenthal intend to reveal new legislation designed to tighten cars’ protections 

against hackers. The bill will call on the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the Federal Trade 

Commission to set new security standards and create a privacy and security rating system for consumers. ‘Controlled 

demonstrations show how frightening it would be to have a hacker take over controls of a car,’ Markey wrote in a 

statement to WIRED. ‘Drivers shouldn’t have to choose between being connected and being protected.’” 

 “Markey has keenly followed Miller and Valasek’s research for years. Markey has keenly followed Miller and 

Valasek’s research for years. Citing their 2013 Darpa-funded research and hacking demo, he sent a letter to 20 

automakers, asking them to answer a series of questions about their security practices. The answers, released in 

February, show what Markey describes as ‘a clear lack of appropriate security measures to protect drivers against 

hackers who may be able to take control of a vehicle.’” 

 

 

 

Additional research by Eva Cahen, Emily Carr and Mason Rudy. 
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